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Foreward 
This publication represents the twenty-
third year of data collection from the 
survey of occupational injuries and ill-
nesses. The data in this publication 
represents the most accurate yearly 
measure of the rate at which workplace 
injuries and illnesses occur. 
Although this publication does not pro-
Vide a detailed analysis of the causes of 
work-related injuries and illnesses, it 
does proVide measurable and compara-
ble data for the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration to use to 
target those industries which are con-
sidered the most hazardous based on 
· the rates produced by the survey. It 
also proVides data for researchers and 
educators to use to examine patterns 
and trends ln the data collected over 
the past 23 years. The data is also of 
value to employers in evaluating their 
own injury and illness record by com-
paring their rates to the rates for their 
industry listed in this publication. 
To increase the usefulness of the OSH 
survey, the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
began collecting demographic data (age, 
sex, occupation. etc.) and case charac-
teristics data (nature of injury, part of 
body affected, etc.) on a sample of 
OSHA recordable cases. The inclusion 
-1-
of this additional data was done, in 
part, to consolidate the data collecting 
actiVities of the annual OSH survey and 
the Supplementary Data System (SDS) 
which was a completely separate 
program. This combined effort creates 
a powerful tool which health officials 
can use to focus their training efforts. 
No longer is the focus strictly on rates 
of injuries and illnesses but also on 
what types of injuries and illnesses 
occur most, and, to what occupations. 
This additional information, is also 
collected while maintaining 
confidentiality of the data. 
Thanks goes to the staff of the DiVision 
of Research and Statistics for their work 
which made this survey a success. 
Also, we would like to thank the nearly 
6,000 employers in the state of Maine 
who responded to the survey for 1994. 
For answers to questions concerning 
the data in this publication or for in-
formation on the various safety and 
health servtces offered by the Bureau of 
Labor Standards, please contact us. 
Written requests can be addressed to: 
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of 
Labor Standards, 45 State House 
Station, Augusta, Maine 04333. 
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Introduction 
Survey Background 
The Occupational Safety and Health Act 
of 1970 created an extensive and de-
tailed set of safety regulations that ap-
ply to most private sector employers in 
the United States who had not been 
covered by previous safety legislation. 
Under this Act, employers are required 
to maintain records of all work-related 
deaths, work-related illnesses, and 
work-related injuries that involve 
restriction of work or motion, loss of 
consciousness, temporary transfer to 
alternate work, or medical treatment 
beyond First Aid. The goal is to en-
courage both employers apd employees 
to maintain safe and healthful working 
conditions. 
The United States Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, is the feder-
al agency authorized under the OSH Act 
(Public Law 91-596) to develop and 
maintain the annual occupational inju-
ry and illness survey program. The Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics created a feder-
al-state cooperative system to fulfill 
this function. 
Scope of Survey 
Industries that are included in the sur-
vey are: Agriculture, Forestry, and 
Fishing, SIC 01-09; Oil and Gas Ex-
traction, SIC 13; Sulfur Mining, part of 
SIC 14; Construction, SIC 15-17; Man-
ufacturing, SIC 20-39; Transportation 
and Public Utilities, SIC 41-42 and 44-
49: Wholesale and Retail Trade, SIC 
50-59; Finance, Insurance, and Real 
Estate, SIC 60-67; and Services, SIC 
70-87 and 89. 
Excluded from the survey are self-
employed individuals; farms with fewer 
than 11 employees; employees 
regulated by other federal safety and 
-2-
health laws; and federal government 
agencies. 
Note: State and Local government in 
Maine is covered under Maine Oc-
cupational Safety and Health rules. 
Reporting units are classified into 
industries by their principal product or 
activity. The data are tabulated 
according to the 1987 edition of the 
Standard Industrial Classification 
Manual. 
Employers selected for the survey are 
required to complete a survey booklet. 
The required information includes the 
number of work-related injuries and 
illnesses that occur to a company's em-
ployees as well as the average employ-
ment and total hours worked in the ref-
erence year. Once this information is 
collected and compiled by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, estimates of work-
related injuries and illnesses in the 
population of employers are produced. 
These rates are used by compliance of-
ficers during their inspections of 
Maine's workplaces by comparing com-
pany specifics rates to the state average 
for their industry. Employers may use 
this data to monitor their own safety 
record. The data is also used by policy 
makers to define the scope of safety and 
health problems and by researchers to 
study ways to solve these problems. 
Survey Design 
Sampling theory is applied in the OSH 
Survey to analyze statistical information 
about the incidence of work-related in-
juries and illnesses. To achieve its 
purpose of providing accurate statistics 
on work-related injuries and illnesses, 
the survey stratifies establishments by 
Standard Industrial Code (SIC) and 
employment size and then subsamples 
these to select establishments to be in-
cluded in the sample. 
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By developing the OSH samples a 
method of selecting a sufficient number 
of sampling units can be utiliZed that 
provide, at lowest possible cost, 
statistical estimates that are precise 
enough for the survey's purpose which 
is to produce reliable estimates of 
work-related injuries and illnesses. 
Selection for participation in the survey 
is random and although response is 
mandatory for those employers who are 
chosen, the results can be affected by 
errors. These errors are due to nonres-
ponse reporting errors by employers, 
and sampling errors (e.g. a unit found 
to be outside the scope of the survey). 
Randomtzation increases the accuracy 
of the survey estimates anO. reduces the 
error of estimation by distributing it 
evenly throughout the sample. 
Survey Process 
In the U. S. and its territories, there are 
approXimately 6 million establishments. 
within the scope of the OSH Survey. 
For the state of Maine, a sample of 
5,000 to 6,000 private and public sector 
establishments are chosen to partici-
pate in the survey. These samples are 
refined by the Research and Statistics 
Divtsion of the Bureau of Labor 
Standards. The purpose of refinement 
ts to ensure correct addresses, to 
eliminate duplicates and employers 
known to be out of business. 
Survey booklets for the refined sample 
are ·mailed to the selected employers. 
Employers are to complete the survey 
booklet which asks for their company's 
average employment, hours worked, 
and the total number of OSHA record-
able injury and illness cases. Also re-
quested is case-specific information for 
cases that result in days away from 
work. The total number of OSHA re-
cordable injuries and illnesses are tak-
en from the OSHA 200 Log. When the 
survey booklets are returned to the 
Department of Labor, they are 
-3-
reviewed for consistency and correct-
ness. If necessary, the employer ls re-
contacted to clarify any discrepancies. 
Once the collection of the data is com-
plete, estimates of injuries and illnesses 
are generated for various components. 
These components include total cases 
(Injuries and illnesses combined). In ju -
ries only. and illnesses only. These 
components. are then broken down by 
days away from work, restricted work 
activity, and non-lost time cases. 
These elements are produced for each 
publishable Industry. 
Before the resulting estimates are made 
public. they must comply to a minimum 
set of publishability rules set forth by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. These 
rules are to ensure that individual es-
tablishment data remain confidential as 
promised when the employer is con-
tacted for the data. These rules in-
clude: 
· 1. At least 85% of the employers sur-
veyed provide clean and usable data. 
2. Annual average employment for an 
industry must meet a minimum 
required level. 
3. Without written permission by the 
companies involved, an industry cannot 
be published if a company within that 
industry accounts for 60% or more of 
the total employment for the industry or 
two companies account for 75% of the 
total employment for that industry. 
OSHA Recordkeeping System 
The OSH Act of 1970 requires covered 
employers to prepare and maintain 
records of work-related injuries and 
illnesses. The recordkeeping regulati-
ons in Part 1904 of Title 29 of the Code 
of Federal Regulations (29 CFR 1904) 
provide specific recording and reporting 
requirements which make up the OSHA 
recordkeeping system. 
• Survey of Occupational lnlurles and Illnesses. 1994 
The basic requirements are: 
1. Injury and illness records must be 
kept at business establishments. If an 
employer has more than one establish-
ment. a separate set of records must be 
maintained for each one. 
2. The OSHA 200 Log is used for re-
cording and classifying work-related 
injuries and illnesses. and for noting 
the outcome of each case (e.g. whether 
the case was a fatality, a nonfatal case 
With lost workdays. or a nonfatal case 
Without lost workdays). Cases that are 
recordable on the OSHA Log include a 
fatality, a work-related illness case 
regardless of lost time, a case with lost 
workdays beyond the day of injury, loss 
of consciousness, restriction of work or 
motion, transfer to other work, and 
cases requiring medical treatment be-
yond first aid. Injury cases resulting in 
no lost time and only need first aid 
treatment are not recordable cases. 
It is possible to prepare and maintain 
the log at a location other than the es-
tablishment, or by means of computer 
storage. provtded that certain 
requirements are met. This exception 
applies only to the OSHA Log and not 
other OSHA documents. 
3. In addition to maintaining the 
OSHA Log on a calendar year ba_sis, 
employers are required to update it to 
include newly discovered cases and to 
reflect changes which occur in cases 
after the end of the calendar year. 
4. Except when specifically notified by 
the Bureau of Labor Standards to par-
ticipate in the survey. two categories of 
employers normally do not have to keep 
OSHA records: (I) employers With no 
more than 10 employees at any one 
time during the previous calendar year; 
and (2) employers in certain low-hazard 
industries such as: retail trade, finance, 
insurance, and real estate and servtces. 
-4-
Incidence Rates 
Incidence rates represent the number 
of incidenc.es or occurrences of a given 
characteristic for a standard number of 
full-time employees. This rate allows 
year-to-year and industry-to-in-
dustry comparisons of injury and ill-
ness data even when the employment 
and hour worked are different. The in-
cidence rate includes an adjustment 
factor of 200,000 hours. This figure 
represents I 00 employees working full-
time for one year (full-time being 40 
hours/week for 50 weeks). This is the 
base for all the incidence rates listed in 
this publication. 
The formula for calculating an inci-
dence rate is: 
Nx200.000 
EH 
N = the total number of incidences or 
occurrences in the reference year. 
EH (Exposure Hours)= The total num-
ber of hours worked by employees at 
risk. 
200,000 = the hours worked by 100 
full-time employees in one calendar 
year based on a 40 hour work-week. 
For example: 
CompanyXYZ 
Number of recordable cases = 5 
Number of Employees = 40 
Full-time hours= 75,000 
Part-time hours= 5,000 
EH = 75,000 + 5,000 = 80,000 
Incidence rate = 5 x 200.000 = 12.5 
80,000 
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OSHA vs. Workers Compensation 
The OSHA Recordkeeping system and 
the Workers Compensation system are 
two programs that were set up for serve 
two different purposes. 
The OSHA Recordkeepinp; system was set 
up as a result of the OSH Act of 1970. 
The act requires employers in the private 
sector of the economy who are subject to 
the Act, to comply with regulations and 
standards developed to increase worker 
safety and health. Among these· are 
injury and illness recordkeeping and 
reporting regulations which requires 
covered employers to maintain records of 
occupational injuries and .illnesses. The 
reporting forms are the OSHA Log and 
OSHA 101 supplemental form. The 
OSHA Recordkeeping system ls 
consistent for all the States and 
territories in the program. 
The Worker's Compensation system was 
set up in order to compensate employees 
who have been injured in the workplace, 
specifically, to hear claims, administer 
the informal conference system, oversee 
rehabilitation activities, investigate 
abuse, and monitor individual cases. It's 
main reporting form ls the First Report of 
Injury. 
Each of these two reporting systems has 
their own set of rules and definitions 
regarding the recordabillty or 
reportabillty of injury and illness cases 
that occur in the workplace. It is 
extremely important to note this 
distinction when referring to these 
systems since they are not 
interchangeable. 
Estimating Procedure 
Estimates of the numbers of injuries and 
illnesses in each sampled industry were 
obtained by first weighting the data for 
each reporting unit by the reciprocal of 
the sampling ratio for each industry 
and employment siZe group. 
Each of the sampling cell estimates was 
then adjusted for nonresponse. Finally, 
the aggregate data for each industry was 
adjusted for births (new company) by 
benchmarking, a form of ratio estimation 
using an independent determination of 
actual employment. 
Standard Industry Mix 
Incidence rates vary greatly among in-
dustries. Therefore, caution is necessary 
when making comparisons between in-
cidence rates produced for different ju-
risdictions. In making such compari-
. sons, one could draw an incorrect con-
clusion that a state with a concentra-
tion of employment in industries with 
high incidence rates has a poor overall 
safety record when compared to the 
national rate or with rates for other 
states. To overcome this bias, estimates 
for each state can be recalculated to a 
common employment base (U.S. em-
ployment) usinl2: data from the level lower 
than the levef being compared. For 
example, if the desired result was an All-
Industry state rate adjusted to the 
national mix of industries. data from the 
Industry Division (2 digit SIC) level 
would be .used. This process is called 
the Standard Industry Mix (SIM). The 
formula is shown below. 
X.=national employment for the ith ~stry 
Y:=unadjusted incidence rate for the i industry 
X
0 
=employment for industries absent from the state 
-5-
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By this method, a state's rates can be 
adjusted to the U.S. economy's mix of 
industries. The results are listed in 
Text Table M. Remaining differences 
are due to other factors. 
Recordkeeping Summary 
Basic recordkeeping concepts and 
guidelines are included with instruc-
tions on the back of the OSHA-200 Log 
and Summary The following 
summarizes the major recordkeeping 
concepts and provides additional in-
formation to aid in keeping records ac-
curately. . 
Determining Recordability 
1. An injury or illness is considered 
work-related if it results from an event 
or an exposure in the work envtron-
ment. The work environment is prima-
rily composed of the folloWing areas: 
(1) The employer's premises, and (2) 
Other locations where employees are 
engaged in work-related activities or 
are present as a condition of their em-
ployment. The employer's premises 
encompass the total establishment. 
This includes not only the primary fa-
cility, but also such areas as company 
storage facilities, cafeterias, and 
restrooms. 
-6-
Analysis of Injuries 
Parking lots are not considered part of 
the work envtronment unless there as a 
requirement of work. In addition to 
physical locations. equipment or 
materials used in the course of an 
employee's work are also considered 
part of the employee's work enViron-
ment. 
Each case is distinguished by the 
treatment provided for the injury, 
not where the treatment was provid-
ed. Those cases in which medical 
treatment (beyond first-aid) was pro-
vided or should have been provided are 
recordable; if only first aid treatment 
was necessary, it is not recordable. 
However, medical treatment is only one 
of several criteria for determining reco-
rdability. Regardless of treatment, if 
the injury involved loss of conscious-
ness, restriction of work or motion, or 
transfer to another job, the injury is re-
cordable. 
2. All work-related fatalities are re-
cordable. 
3. All recognized or diagnosed 
work-related illnesses are recordable. 
4. All work-related injuries requir-
ing medical treatment. involving loss of 
consciousness, restriction of work or 
motion, or transfer to another job are 
recordable. 
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Medical Treatment 
The following procedures are generally 
considered medical treatment. Injuries 
for which this type of treatment was 
*Treatment of infection 
provided or should have been provided 
are almost always recordable if the in-
jury ts work-related: 
*Application of antiseptics during the second or subsequent visit to medical 
personnel 
*Treatment of second or third degree burns 
*Application of sutures (stitches) 
*Application of butterfly adhesive dressing(&) or steri strip(s) in lieu of sutures 
*Removal of foreign bodies embedded in eye 
*Removal of foreign bodies from wound; if procedure is complicated because of 
depth of embedment, size, or location 
*Use of prescription medications (except a single dose administered on first vis-
it for minor injury or discomfort) 
*Use of hot or cold soaking therapy during second or subsequent visit to medi-
cal personnel 
*Use of hot or cold compresses during second or subsequent visit to medical 
personnel , 
*Cutting away dead skin (surgical debridement) 
*Application of heat therapy during second or subsequent visit to medical per-
sonnel 
*Use of whirlpool bath therapy during second or subsequent visit to medical 
personnel 
*Positive x-ray diagnosis (fractures, broken bones) 
*Admission to a hospital or equivalent medical facility for treatment 
-7-
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First Aid Treatment 
First aid treatment is one-time treat-
ment and subsequent observation of 
minor injuries. The following proce-
dures are generally considered first aid 
treatment and should not be recorded if 
the injury does not involve loss of 
consciousness, restriction of work or 
motion, or transfer to another job: 
•Application of antiseptics during first visit to medical personnel 
*Treatment of flrst degree burns 
•Application of bandages. during any visit to medical personnel 
*Use of elastic bandages during first visit to medical personnel 
*Removal of foreign bodies not embedded in eye if only irrigation is required 
*Removal of foreign bodies from wound; if procedure is uncomplicated, and is, 
for example, by tweezers or other simple technique 
*Use of nonprescription medications and administration of sin,Oe dose of pre-
scription medication on first visit for minor injury or discomfort 
*Soaking therapy on initial visit to medical personnel or removal of bandages by 
soaking 
*Application of hot or cold compresses during first visit to medical personnel 
*Application of ointments to abrasions to prevent drying or cracking 
*Application of heat therapy during first visit to medical personnel 
*Use of whirlpool bath therapy during first visit to medical personnel 
*Negative x-ray diagnosis 
*Observation of injury during visit to medical personnel 
The following procedure. by itself, is 
not considered medical treatment: 
Administration of Tetanus Shots or 
Boosters. However. these shots are 
-8-
often given in conjunction with more 
serious injuries. Consequently. inju-
ries requiring these shots may be re-
cordable for other reasons. 
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Private Sector 
1994 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH SURVEY SUMMARY 
• OSHA recordable occupational 
injuries and illnesses in Maine's private 
sector occurred at an estimated rate of 
10.5 cases per 100 full-time workers in 
1994. This represents a 1.9% decrease 
from 1993 when a rate of 10. 7 cases 
was recorded. It is also the lowest total 
case incidence rate recorded in Maine 
since 1977 when a rate of 10.4 was 
recorded. 
Adjusting to the U.S. mix of industries, 
the totaf case incidence rate was 9.8 
case per 100 full-time workers. The 
adjusted incidence rate for lost workday 
cases was 5.2 case per 100 full-time 
workers. These adjustments makes it 
possible to compare Maine's rates (or 
other states) to the U.S. rates by taking 
into account the number of employees 
working in jobs with varying degrees of 
hazard. 
• Total case incidence rates 
(unadjusted) decreased in five 
industries and increased in three 
industries: Agriculture, Forestry & 
Fishing (up 44.2%), Construction (down 
7.0%), Manufacturing (down 5.3%), 
Transportation & Pubfic Utillties (down 
20.4%), Wholesale Trade (down 30.5%), 
Retail Trade (down 5. 7%), Finance, 
Insurance & Real Estate (up 18.6%), 
and Services (up 19.4%). 
Total case incidence rates are composed 
of two main components. These 
components are lost workday cases and 
non lost workday cases. The rate for 
cases with lost workdays increased 
3. 7% but were offset by the even larger 
decrease in the less serious cases 
without lost workdays which decreased 
5.8%. These two results combined for 
an overall decrease of 1.9%. 
• There were an estimated 36,825 
OSHA recordable injury and illness 
-11-
cases in Maine's private sector during 
1994, 1,067 more cases than in 1993. 
Of the recordable cases, 19,684 
resulted in one or more lost workdays 
(including days away from work or days 
of restricted work activity or both), an 
increase of l .494 cases. 
• The number of OSHA recordable 
cases without lost workdays was 
17,141, a reduction of 426 cases in 
1994. 
• Of all the OSHA recordable cases 
that occurred in Maine during 1994, 
81.6% were injuries; 18.4% were ill-
nesses. 
• There were an estimated 30, 065 
recordable injury cases in Maine in 
1994, 563 fewer cases than in 1993. 
• There were an estimated 6, 760 re-
cordable illness cases in Maine in 1994, 
1,630 more cases than in 1993. 
• The number of occupational Ill-
nesses increased in 5 of the 7 illness 
types recognized in the survey. The 
most notable changes occurred in 
poisoning and in skin diseases and 
disorders which increased 735. 7% and 
30.6%, respectively. The dramatic 
increase in poisonings can be 
attributed · to the nature of this 
category. There are few occurrences of 
poisonings, therefore the rate for this 
category is sensitive to change. Dust 
diseases of the lungs decreased 
44.1%. The most commonly occurring 
illness type, disorders associated wit6 
repeated trauma (tendonltis, carpal 
tunnel, hearing loss due to prolonged 
exposure, etc.) increased 33.0% in H}94 
and accounted for 78.0% of all OSHA 
recordable work-related illnesses that 
occurred in 1994. 
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OCCUPATIONAL INJURY AND ILLNESS INCIDENCE RATES 
Recordable occupational injuries and 
illnesses occurred at a rate of 10.5 
cases per 100 full-time workers in 
Maine's private sector in 1994. This 
rate is the fowest rate of OSHA 
recordable injuries and illnesses since 
1977 when 10.4 cases were recorded 
(See Text Table A). 
Lost workday cases (cases involving 
days away from work or days of 
restricted work activity or both) oc-
curred at the rate of 5. 6 cases per 100 
full-time workers, an increase of 3. 7% 
over 1993. After four years of decline, 
this was the first increase in the rate for 
cases with lost workdays since 1988 
when the rate for lost time cases was 
7.4 cases per 100 full-time workers. 
The incidence rate for injuries and ill-
nesses without lost workdays (requiring 
medical treatment beyond first-aid) fell 
5.7% to 4.9 cases per 100 full-time 
workers. 
Figure 1. Total Case Incidence Rates by Case Type 
Maine 1984-1994 
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ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL HOURS WORKED 
As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, an-
nual average employment and total 
hours worked in the private sector 
continued to move upward after three 
years of decline. Employment increased 
3.1 % to 432,378 workers, and total 
hours worked increased 4.6% to 702.0 
million hours. 
Figure 2. 
Figure 3. 
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OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES & ILLNESSES 
Under the OSH Act. all work-related 
illnesses must be recorded, while inju-
ries are recordable only when they re-
quire medical treatment (beyond first 
aid), or involve loss of consciousness, 
restriction of work or motion, or trans-
fer to another job. 
An occupational injury is an event 
such as a cut, fracture, sprain, 
amputation, etc., which results from a 
work accident or from an exposure 
involving a single incident in the work 
environment. An occupational illness 
is an abnormal condition or disorder. 
other than one resulting from an 
occupational injury (an instantaneous 
or one-time event), caused by exposure 
to envtronmental factors at work. It 
includes acute and chronic illnesses or 
diseases which may be caused by 
inhalation, absorption, ingestion, or 
direct contact. 
Text Table A lists the case rates for 
injuries and illnesses combined from 
the survey's beginning to the present. 
Of note is the rate of 3.3 for cases with 
days away from work. This is the 
lowest rate for this category since the 
survey began. On the other hand, the 
rate of 2.3 for cases With restricted 
work activity is the highest rate 
recorded for this category. These 
numbers suggest that workers who are 
injured in 1994 were put on light duty 
or alternate work more often than in 
the past. 
Text Table A: Injury and Illness Inci,dence Rates by Case Type, Maine, 1972-1994 
Incidence Rates 
cases With cases With cases 
Total cases With Days Away Restricted Without 
Survey: Year cases Lost Workda:n From Work Workday:s Lost Workda:n 
1972 11.3 3.9 3.9 <0.1 7.4 
1973 11.4 4.1 4.1 <0.1 7.4 
1974 10.9 4.1 4.1 <0.1 6.8 
1975 10.3 4.2 4.1 0.1 6.0 
1976 10.4 4.5 4.4 0.1 5.9 
1977 10.4 4.8 4.8 <0.1 5.6 
1978 11.7 5.5 5.3 0.2 6.1 
1979 12.1 6.2 5.8 0.4 5.9 
1980 12.0 6.1 5.7 0.4 5.9 
1981 11.9 6.0 5.7 0.3 5.9 
1982 10.9 5.5 5.2 0.3 5.4 
1983 11.1 5.6 5.3 0.3 5.4 
1984 13.2 6.7 6.1 0.6 6.5 
1985 12.5 6.2 5.7 0.5 6.4 
1986 12.9 6.0 5.5 0.5 6.8 
1987 13.7 6.9 5.7 1.2 6.8 
1988 14.4 7.4 6.0 1.4 7.0 
1989 14.5 7.4 5.8 1.6 7.0 
1990 14.3 7.0 5.2 1.8 7.3 
1991 11.8 6.2 4.5 1.7 5.6 
1992 10.8 5.6 4.1 1.5 5.2 
1993 10.7 5.4 3.7 1.8 5.2 
1994 10.5 5.6 3.3 2.3 4.9 
-15-
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OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES 
In 1994, Maine's private sector work 
force recorded 8.6 occupational injuries 
per 100 full-time workers. a decrease of 
5.5% from 1993. 
The total case rate for injuries for 1994 
was 8.6 cases per 100 full-time 
workers. This is the lowest rate 
recorded for injuries since the survey 
began. Also, the incidence rate for 
injuries without lost workdays was 3.9 
cases per 100 full-time workers which 
is also the lowest rate recorded for this 
category since the survey began. 
The percent of recordable cases that 
were classified as injuries in 1994 was 
81.6% which is more than 4 percentage 
points lower than 1993 when 85. 7% of 
the OSHA recordable cases were 
injuries. 
Text Table B: Injury Incidence Rates by Case Type, Maine. 1972-1994 
Incidence Rates 
Total Lost Workday Injuries without Percent of all cases 
Survey Year Injuries Injuries Lost Workdays that were Injuries 
1972 10.9 3.7 7.2 96.6 
1973 11.1 4.0 7.1 97.1 
1974 10.6 4.0 6.6 97.0 
1975 9.7 4.0 5.7 96.6 
1976 10.1 4.3 5.8 97.0 
1977 10.l 4.7 5.4 96.6 
1978 11.3 5.4 5.9 97.2 
1979 11.7 6.0 5.7 96.9 
1980 11.6 5.9 5.7 96.4 
1981 11.4 5.7 5.6 95.9 
1982 10.3 5.2 5.1 94.6 
1983 10.4 5.3 5.4 94.9 
1984 12.6 6.4 6.5 95.1 
1985 12.0 5.9 6.2 95.8 
1986 12.2 5.7 6.0 95.0 
1987 12.7 6.4 6.8 93.1 
1988 13.4 6.9 7.0 93.0 
1989 13.l 6.8 7.0 91.0 
1990 12.9 6.3 7.3 89.7 
1991 10.6 5.6 5.6 89.7 
1992 9.4 5.0 5.2 87.4 
1993 9.1 4.7 5.2 85.7 
1994 8.6 4.7 3.9 81.6 
-16-
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OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES 
In 1994, Maine's private sector work-
force recorded 1. 9 occupational illne-
sses per 100 full-time workers. which 
represents an increase of 26. 7% over 
1993. 
The incidence rate for illnesses Without 
lost workdays remained at 1.0 cases 
per 100 full-time workers ln 1994, up 
from 0.8 cases in 1993. 
The percent of recordable cases that 
were classified as illnesses in 1994 was 
18.4% which ts more than 4 percentage 
points higher than 1993 when 14.3% of 
the OSHA recordable cases . were 
illnesses. This increase may be 
attributed to the increased awareness 
of CTD and its recognition as an illness. 
Beginning in 1993, the lost workday 
incidence rate due to illnesses was 
dropped from estimation and replaced 
by the median number of lost workdays 
which will be available in the near 
future. 
Text Table C: Illness Incjdence Rates by Case Type, Maine, 1972-1994 
Incidence Rates 
Total Lost Workday Illnesses without Percent of all Cases Survey Year mnesses mnesses Lost Workdays that were Illnesses 
1972 0.4 0.2 0.1 3.4 1973 0.3 0.1 0.2 2.9 1974 0.3 0.1 0.2 3.0 1975 0.4 . 0.1 0.2 3.4 1976 0.3 0.1 0.2 3.0 1977 0.4 0.2 0.2 3.4 1978 0.4 0.2 0.2 2.8 1979 0.4 0.2 0.2 3.1 1980 0.4 0.2 0.2 3.6 1981 0.5 0.3 0.2 4.1 1982 0.6 0.4 0.2 5.4 1983 0.6 0.3 0.3 5.1 1984 0.6 0.3 0.3 4.9 1985 0.5 0.3 0.2 4.2 1986 0.6 0.3 0.3 5.0 1987 0.9 0.5 0.5 6.9 1988 1.0 0.5 0.5 7.0 1989 1.3 0.6 0.7 9.0 1990 1.5 0.7 0.8 10.3 1991 1.2 0.6 0.6 10.3 1992 1.4 0.6 0.8 12.6 1993 1.5 0.7 0.8 14.3 1994 1.9 0.9 1.0 18.4 
-17-
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As shown in Text Table D, the estimat-
ed number of occupational illnesses 
that occurred in 1994 increased 31.6% 
over 1993. 
Five of the seven illness types 
recognized in the survey showed an 
increase. (see Appendix D for 
descriptions of the types of illnesses in 
each category.) 
The most notable result was the 
continued increase in the number of 
cases of disorders associated with 
repeated trauma. These disorders 
include illnesses such as tendonitis, 
carpal tunnel syndrome, and hearing 
loss due to prolonged exposure. This 
category increased 33.0% over 1993 
and accounted for 78.0% of all 
occupational illnesses in 1994. 
Other notable changes occurred in 
poisoning, which increased by 103 
cases. This category ls subject to 
statistical clusters which can affect the 
rate for this category in wide variations. 
Respiratory diseases due to toxic 
agents increased 34.2% in 1994. 
The two illness categories to show a 
decrease was dust diseases of the 
lungs and disorders due to physical 
agents which fell 44 .1 % and 21. 9%, 
respectively, in 1994. 
Text Table D: Number of Occupational Illnesses by Type, Maine, 1993-1994 
Number of runesses 
Type of DJness 
Total all Types 
Disorders associated With repeated trauma 
Occupational skin diseases and disorders 
Respiratory diseases due to toxic agents 
Disorders due to physical agents 
Poisoning (systemic effects of toxic material) 
Dust diseases of the lungs 
All other occupational illnesses 
S,135 
3.966 
372 
228 
210 
14 
34 
311 
6,760 
5,274 
486 
306 
164 
117 
19 
397 
31.6 
33.0 
30.6 
34.2 
-21.9 
735.7 
-44.1 
27.7 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrates the 
distribution of illness cases in 1993 and 
1994. (See Appendix D for definitions). 
related illnesses that occurred in 1994. 
Disorders associated with repeated 
trauma was the most frequently 
occuring illness in 1994, accounting for 
78.0% or 5,274 of the .6. 760 work-
-18-
Far behind disorders associated with 
repeated trauma in second place was 
skin diseases and disorders which 
accounted for 7 .2% of all illness types 
that occurred in 1994 with 486 cases. 
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Figure 4. 
Figure 5. 
Percent Distribution of Occupational illnesses 
by Type Maine 1993 
1993 
Toxic Poisoning .2" 
Dust Disease, Lung .7% 
Physical Agents 4. 1 % 
Toxic Respiratory 4.4% 
Other Illnesses 6.1 % 
Skin Disorders 7.2% 
Percent Distribution of Occupational illnesses 
by Type Maine 1994 
Repeated Trauma 78% 
1994 
Dust Disease, Lung .3,. 
"-'7'"-r-Toxic Poisoning 1. 7X 
Physical Agents 2.4" 
Toxic Respiratory 4.5% 
Other Illnesses 5.9% 
Skin Disorders 7 .2% 
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INDUSTRY DIVISION ANALYSIS 
Industry divisions are defined using the 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 
system (see Appendix D: Glossary). 
Data is provided for nine industry 
division 
1. Agriculture/Forestry /Fishing, 2. 
Mining. 3. Construction, 4. Manu-
facturing, 5. Transportation and Public 
Utilities, 6. Wholesale Trade, 7. Retail 
Trade, 8. Finance, Insurance & Real 
Estate, and 9. Services. 
From 1993 to 1994, total case 
incidence rates increased in three 
divisions and decreased in six divisions. 
Mining; is an additional industry 
publishable beginning in 1.994. 
Industries with the largest decreases 
were Wholesale (down 30.5%), and 
Transportation & Public Utilities (down 
20.4%) 
Industries that recorded increases were 
Agriculture. Forestry & Fishing (up 
44.2%), Services (up 19.4%), and 
Finance, Insurance & real Estate (up 
18.6%). 
Construction and Manufacturing, two 
inherently dang;erous industries, each 
experienced a decrease in their overall 
injury and illness incidence rate. 
Construction fell 7.2% to 10.3 cases per 
100 full-time workers, primarily due to 
the drop in the rate for nonlost workday 
cases. Manufacturing dropped 5.0% to 
17.1 cases per 100 full-time workers in 
1994. However. both industries 
experienced an increase in the rate for 
lost workday cases. 
Text Table E: Total Case Incidence Rates by Case Type, by Industry Divtsion, Maine, 1993-1994 
Incidence Rates 
Lost Workday Nonfatal Cases w/o 
Total Cases Cases Lost Workdays 
Industry CSICl 1993 1994 %Ch& 1993 1994 %Chi Dfl3_ 1994 %Ch& 
PRIVATE SECTOR 10.7 10.5 -1.9 5.4 5.6 3.7 5.2 4.9 -5.8 
Agriculture, Forestry & 
Fishing (OI-09) 8.6 I2.4 44.2 5.0 6.9 38.0 4.8 5.6 I6.7 
Mining (10-I4) n/a 3.3 . n/a n/a 2.0 n/a n/a 1.3 n/a 
Construction ( I5- I 7) I I. I 10.3 -7.2 5.4 6.0 I I.I 5.9 4.4 -25.4 
Manufacturing (20-39) 18.0 I 7.1 -5.0 9.2 9.5 3.3 8.4 7.7 -8.3 
Transportation & 
Public utilities (40-49) 9.3 7.4 -20.4 5.3 4.I -22.6 3.6 3.4 -5.6 
Wholesale Trade (50-5IJ 11.8 8.2 -30.5 6.4 5.0 -21.9 5.I 3.2 -37.2 
Retai1Trade(52-59) 8.7 8.2 -5.7 4.4 4.4 0.0 4.2 3.8 -9.5 
Finance, Insurance & 
Real Estate (60-67) 4.3 5.I I8.6 1.1 1.2 9.1 2.7 3.9 44.4 
Servtces (70-89) 7.2 8.6 19.4 3.8 4.4 15.8 3.8 4.2 10.5 
Note: Due to rounding, the sum of the Incidence rates for lost workday cases and non-lost workday 
cases may not equal the incidence rates for total cases. · 
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Figure 6. 
4 
2 
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Total Case Incidence Rates by Division 
Maine 1993-1994 
1993 1994 
~ 
Incidence Rate 
Manufacturing Private Sector~ Services Retail Finance 
Agriculture Construction Wholesale Transportation 
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Annual avera~e employment and total 
hours worked in 1994 increased by 
3.1% and 4.6%, respectively. Employ-
ment in Maine increased by 12,200 
workers. Hours worked increased 31.0 
million in 1994. 
up only 600 and 100 employees, 
respectively). 
The largest increase in the number of 
workers occurred in Services (up 7,200 
employees) and Retail Trade (up 3,500 
employees). Manufacturing and 
Construction experienced only a slight 
increase in employment in 1994 
The increase in the number of hours 
worked in Maine's private sector was 
influenced most by Manufacturing, 
which increased 15.5 million hours; 
Retail, which increased 8.8 million 
hours; and Services which increased 
6.6 million hours. The only industries 
to experience a drop in hours worked 
were Transportation and Public Utilities 
which decreased 1. 7 million hours and 
Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing which 
decreased 0.8 million hours. 
Text Table F: Published Employment and Total Hours Worked by Industry Division 
Industry Division, Maine, 1993-1994 
Published Employment Total Hours Worked 
(in thousands) (in millions) 
lndusti:y (SIC) 1993 1fllM %Chi 1993 1994 %Chi 
PRIVATE SECTOR 432.4 419.2 3.1 671.0 702.0 
Agriculture /Forestry /Fish. (01-09) 5.7 5.7 0.0 9.0 8.2 
Construction ( 15-17) 20.9 21.0 0.5 38.8 39.6 
Manufacturing (20-39) 90.8 91.4 0.7 162.0 177.5 
Transportation/Public Utll. (40-49)21.6 21.9 1.4 42.7 41.0 
Wholesale Trade (50-51) 23.3 23.9 2.6 44.2 44.2 
Retai1Trade(52-59) 106.9 110.4 3.3 151.3 160.l 
Ftnance/Insur./Real Est. (60-67) 24.7 25.4 2.8 41.4 43.3 
Services (70-89) 125.0 132.2 5.8 180.9 187.5 
Text Table G: Distribution of Employment, Total Cases, Injuries and Illnesses. 
by Industry DiVislon. Maine. 1994 
Percent Distribution 
Published Total Total Total 
Industi:y CSIC) Employment Cases Injuries mncsscs 
PRIVATE SECTOR 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Agriculture/Forestry /Fish. (01-09) 1.3 1.4 
Construction ( 15-17) 4.9 5.6 
1.5 0.9 
6.6 0.9 
Manufacturing (20-39) 21.1 41.3 
Transportation/Public Utll.(40-49) p.l 4.1 
Wholesale Trade (50-51) 5.5 4.9 
40.6 44.6 
4.6 2.2 
5.3 3.3 
Retail Trade (52-59) 25.5 17.8 18.0 17.2 
Finance/Insur./Real Estate (60-67) 5.9 3.0 1.8 8.2 
Services (70-89) 30.6 21.8 21.6 22.7 
4.6 
-8.9 
2.1 
9.6 
-3.8 
0.0 
5.8 
4.6 
3.6 
Source of Employment Data: Maine Department of Labor. Bureau of Employment 
Security, DiVislon of Economic Analysis and Research. 
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Figure 7 illustrates the relationship be-
tween the share of employment versus 
the share of the OSHA recordable cases 
in each industry during 1994. Of note 
is 
Figure 7 clearly shows the danger that 
is present in Manufacturing which 
consistently has a higher percentage of 
total cases than they do employment. 
Figure 7. Percent Distribution of Employment and 
Total Cases, by Division 
Maine 1994 
Employment Total coses 
~ 
45 Percent 
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Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 
The occupational injury and illness in-
cidence rate for the Agriculture, Forest-
ry, and Fishing industry in 1994 was 
12.4 cases per 100 full-time workers. 
This represents a significant increase of 
44:2% over the rate of 8.6 recorded in 
1993. This industry experienced a lost 
workday case rate of 6.9 cases per 100 
full-time workers, an increase of 
38.0%. The rate for cases Without lost 
workdays was also up in 1994 by 
55.6% to 5.6 cases per 100 full-time 
workers. 
Figure 8. Eleven Year History of the Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Flshin~ Industry 
Maine 1984-l994 
Total Cose Rate Lost Workday Cose Rate Non Last Workday Case Rate 
Incidence Rate 
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Construction 
The total case incidence rate for the 
Construction industry fell for the fifth 
year running. In 1994 the total case 
incidence rate was 10.3 cases per 100 
full-time workers. This rate was 7 .2% 
lower than the rate of 11.1 cases in 
1993 and nearly half of that recorded in 
1989. 
After consistently placing second 
among the most hazardous industries 
in Maine, behind Manufacturing. the 
Construction industry dropped to the 
third position behind Agriculture, 
Forestry & Fishing. However, in 1994. 
the lost workday case incidence rate 
was 6.0 cases per 100 full-time 
workers, an increase of 11.1% over 
1993. 
The main contributor to the overall 
decrease in this industry's incidence 
rate was the drop in the rate for cases 
without lost time. The rate for this 
category in 1994 was 4.4 cases per 100 
full-time workers after recording a rate 
of 5.7 cases in 1993, a decrease of 
22.8%. 
Figure 9. Eleven Year History of the Construction Industry 
· Maine 1984-1994 
Totol Cose Rote Lost Workdoy Cose Rote Non Lost Workdoy Cose Rote 
Incidence Rate 
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Manufacturing 
Maine's Manufacturing industry experi-
enced an decrease in its total case inci-
dence rate in 1994. The rate for this 
industry was 17 .1 injury and illness 
cases per 100 full-time workers, a 
decrease of 5.0% from 1993. 
This industry recorded the highest inci-
dence rates among all the major 
industries in each of the three main 
measures: total cases ( 17. I), lost 
workday cases (9.5), and non lost 
workday cases (7. 7). It also accounted 
for 41.3% of the total cases tn the 
survey but only 21.1 % of . the 
employment in 1994. 
There is a trend which has appeared 
throup;hout most of the groups within 
manuTacturing. It is a . shift in the 
severity of cases or, at least, in the way 
in which these cases are being 
managed once they have occurred. 
This is evident in the increase in the 
number and rates of cases with 
restricted workdays (part-time or 
restricted duty) and a decrease in the 
number and rates of cases resulting in 
days away from work (whole days 
away from work). It is apparent that 
workers that are injured are more likely 
now than in the past to be placed in 
light duty capacity instead of staying 
out of work. 
Of the publishable 2 digit level industry 
rates within the manufacturing indus-
try, Transportation Equipment, Food 
and Kindred Products. and Leather 
and Leather Products experienced the 
highest total case incidence rates in 
Manufacturing with 43.9, 19.2, and 
18.8, respectively. 
Figure 10. Eleven Year History of the Manufacturing Industry 
Maine 1984-1994 
Totol Cose Rote Lost Workday Cose Rote Non lost Workday Cose Rote 
Incidence Rate 
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Transportation & Public Utilities 
The Transportation & Public Utilities 
industry recorded a total case incidence 
rate of 7.4 cases per 100 full-time 
workers in 1994. This is 20.4% lower 
than 1993 when 9.3 cases per 100 full-
time workers cases were recorded. 
Of the publishable 2-digit level groups 
within this industry, the highest total 
case incidence rate was in Local and 
Suburban Passenger Transportation. 
This industry recorded a total case 
incidence rate of 10.6 cases per 100 
full-time workers, a 49.3% increase. 
Motor Freight Transportation and 
Warehousing followed with a rate of 
8.6, although it dropped 19.6% in 
1994. 
The lowest total case incidence rate 
among the 2-digit publishable groups 
in this industry again for 1994, was in 
Communications which includes Radio, 
Television, and Cable Services with a 
rate of 4.5 cases per 100 full-time 
workers. 
Figure 11. Eleven Year History of the 
Transportation & Public Utilities Industry 
Maine 1984-1994 
Total Case Rate Lost Workday Case Rate Non Lost Workday Case Rate 
Incidence Rate 
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Wholesale Trade 
The total case incidence rate for the 
Wholesale Trade industry dropped 
significantly in 1994. The total case 
incidence rate for Wholesale was 8.2 
cases per 100 full-time workers (down 
30.5%). This is the lowest rate for this 
industry since 1975 when a rate of 7.5 
cases was recorded. 
Wholesale Trade industry below the 
overall private sector rate of 10.5 cases 
per 100 full-time workers. This 
industry consistently placed among the 
most hazardous industries in the past. 
The main contributor to the decrease 
was the sharp decline in OSHA 
recordable cases without lost workdays. 
The incidence rate of 8.2 places the 
Figure 12. Eleven Year History of the Wholesale Industry 
Maine 1984-1994 
Total Cose Rote Lost Workcloy Case Rote Non Lost Workday Rote 
Incidence Rote 
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Retail Trade 
The Retail Trade industry's total case 
incidence rate dipped 5. 7% to 8.2 cases 
per 100 full-time workers in 1994 This 
rate is the lowest for the Retail Trade 
Industry since 1978 when a rate of 8.2 
cases was also recorded. 
One component of the total case rate is 
the lost workday case incidence rate. 
This rate remained steady in 1994 at 
4.4 cases per 100 full-time workers. 
The non lost workday incidence rate fell 
11.6% in 1994. This may be due to 
increased training and awareness in the 
proper recording of injury cases. Minor 
injury cases Without lost time and only 
first aid needed are recordable. 
Because of this result there was an 
drop in the total case incidence rate. 
Within the retail industry, Food Stores 
dropped 20.3% but still experienced the 
highest total case incidence rate With 
11.4 cases per 100 full-time workers. 
Following Food Stores was Auto Dealers 
and Gasoline Service Dealers. 
Apparel and Accessory Stores recorded 
the lowest total case incidence rate 
Within the retail industry With 2.5 cases 
per 100 full-time workers. 
Figure 13. Eleven Year History of the Retail Industry 
Maine 1984-1994 
Totol Cose Rote Lost Workdoy Cose Rote Non Lost Workdoy Cose Rote 
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Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 
The Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 
industry recorded the lowest incidence 
rates of the nine major industries sur-
veyed in 1994. This can ·be attributed 
to relatively fewer hazards present in 
this industry than in others. This 
industry experienced a total case inci-
dence rate of 5.1 cases per 100 run-
time workers. Although, this industry 
experienced an increase in its total case 
incidence rate for three years in a row, 
it still remained the least hazardous 
industry in the private sector. 
This industry's lost workday case rate 
increased slightly to 1.2 cases per 100 
full-time workers in 1994 after 
recording a rate of 1.1 cases in 1993. 
The incidence rate for cases without 
lost time increased 18.2% to 3.9 cases 
per 100 full-time workers, and 
accounted for the rise in this industry's 
total case incidence rate. 
Figure 14. Eleven Year History of the 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate Industry 
Maine 1984-1994 
Total Cose Rote Lost Workday Cose rote Non Lost Workday Cose Rote 
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Services 
The total case incidence rate for the 
Services industry increased 19. 4 % .· to 
8.6 cases per 100 full-time workers in 
1994. The increase occurred in both 
cases with lost workdays and cases 
without lost workdays. 
Contributing to the overall change was 
the lost workday case rate which 
increased 15.8% to 4.4 cases per 100 
full-time workers. The non-lost 
workday case rate jumped 23.5% to 4.2 
cases per 100 full-time workers in 
1994 after recording a rate of 3.4 cases 
in 1993. 
Of the publishable 2-digit level indus-
tries within this division, the highest 
total case incidence rates were in 
Health Services, which jumped 23.4% 
from 9.4 to 11.6 cases per 100 full-time 
workers. This increase was due, in 
large part, to the increase in the rate for 
Nursing and Personal Care Facilities 
which jumped from 15.9 cases ln 1993 
to 20.6 cases in 1994. Since this group 
is large, it had a strong affect on the 
rates within this industry. Following 
Health Services, was Social Services 
which recorded a rate of 8.9 cases per 
100 full-time workers, a jump of 48.3% 
over 1993. 
The lowest total case incidence rates 
occurred in Motion Picture Services. 
0.3; Engineering. Accounting. Research. 
Management & Related Services, 3.2; 
and Personal Services. 4. 7. 
Figure 15. Eleven Year History of the Services Industry 
Maine 1984-1994 
Totol Case Rote Lost Workday Case Rate Nan Last Workday Case Rate 
Incidence Rate 
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ANALYSIS OF MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
In 1994, there were 44 Major Industry 
Groups (identified by two-digit SIC 
codes; see Glossary) for which incidence 
rates were publishable. Of these.· 25 
groups recorded lower total case inci-
dence rates in 1994, compared to their 
recorded rate in 1993, and 18 groups 
experienced higher incidence rates. One 
group remained steady. 
Of the 44 publishable industry woups, 
Transportation Equipment (SIC 37) ex-
perienced the private sector's highest 
total case incidence rate. This industry 
recorded 43.9 injuries and illnesses per 
100 workers. The lowest publishable 
total case rate was for Insurance ~ents, 
Brokers, and Services industry (SIC 64), 
with 2.1 cases per 100 workers. 
Differences exist in the safety experience 
among various groups due to varying 
risks involved in the work. 
In 1994, there were 15 publishable 2-
digit industry groups which had total 
case incidence rates greater than the 
all-industry (Private Sector) rate of 10.5 
cases per 100 full-time workers. 
Major changes include Fabricated Metal 
Products (SIC 34) which moved from the 
position 15 in 1993 to position 4 in 
1994. Industrial & Commercial 
Machinery & Computer Equipment (SIC 
35) which moved from position 14 in 
1993 to position 8 in 1994. On the 
other hand, Food Stores (SIC 54) fell 
from position 9 in 1993 to position 12 in 
1993. 
The majority of the 15 groups with 
above average total case rates were from 
the Manula.cturing industry. This 
group, which typically contain the the 
most hazardous occupations in the 
private sector. accounted for only 21.1 % 
of the total private sector employment in 
. 1994. but they experienced 41.3% of the 
recordable cases. 
Text Table H: Injury & Illness Incidence Rates for Industry Groups that Exceed the All-Industry Rate, 
Maine. 1993-1994 
Total Lost 
Rank Total Cases Workday Cases 
INDUSTRY SIC 1994 1993 19941993 1994 1993 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL IND. 01-89 10.3 10.7 5.5 5.4 
Transportation Equipment 37 1 1 43.9 40.4 29.2 22.8 
Food & Kindred Products 20 2 2 19.2 24.3 11.2 14.5 
Leather & Leather Products 31 3 3 18.8 20.9 8.8 8.7 
Fabricated Metal Products 34 4 15 16.9 11.4 10.0 5.8 
Lumber & Wood Products 24 5 8 15.6 14.5 9.0 7.4 
Agricultural Production 01-02 6 * 15.5 • 8.6 • 
Textile Mill Products 22 7 5 14.8 19.1 6.5 9.0 
Industrial and Commercial Mach. 35 8 14 13.0 11.7 5.6 6.0 
Paper & Allied Products 26 9 12 12.2 12.2 5.1 5.0 
Rubber & Plastic Products 30 10 13 12.0 11.9 7.5 5.7 
Health Services 80 11 • 11.6 • 6.8 • 
Food Stores 54 12 9 11.4 14.3 7.7 9.1 
General Building Contractors 15 13 11 11.0 12.5 5.5 6.2 
Special Trade Contractors 17 14 16 10.7 11.3 6.7 5.6 
Local & Suburban Transportation 41 15 • 10.6. • 5.7 • 
'*'represents those industry groups whose rate did not exceed the all-industry average. 
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• Survey of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses. 1994 
Text Table I lists the 16 industry groups 
that recorded total case incidence rates ,for 
occupational injuries that were higher 
than the all-industry (Private Sector) 
injury case rate of 8.6 cases per 100 full-
time workers. 
The Industry with the highest total case 
incidence rate for injuries alone in 1994 
was, again, the Transportation Equipment 
group (SIC 37). This manufacturing 
subgroup recorded an incidence rate of 
35.3 cases per 100 full-time workers in 
1994. This is 8.6% higher than 1993. 
This industry remained the most 
hazardous industry due primarily to the 
inherent risks involved in the work. 
However, since 1990, the Transportation 
Equipment group 
incidence rate for 
30.0%. 
has lowered its 
injuries by nearly 
Following Transportation Equipment was 
Food & Kindred Products (SIC 20) With a 
injury incidence rate of 15. 9 cases per 
100 full-time workers. 
Of note is the Fabricated Metal Products 
group (SIC 34) which jumped from 
position 14 in 1993 to a more hazardous 
position 4 in 1994. Lumber & Wood 
Products moved up to position 5 in 1994 
from position 9 in 1993. Paper and Allied 
Products jumped from from position 13 in 
1993 to position 8 in 1994. 
Text Table I: Injury Incidence Rates for Industry Groups that Exceed the All-Industry Rate, Maine, 
1993-1994 , 
Total Lost 
Rank Total Cases Workday Cases 
INDUSTRY SIC 1994 1993 19941993 1994 1993 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL IND. 01-89 8.5 9.1 4.6 4.7 
Transportation Equipment 37 1 1 35.3 32.5 22.8 18.8 
Food & Kindred Products 20 2 2 15.9 19.3 9.4 11.5 
Agricultural Production 01-02 3 • 15.0 • 8.2 • 
Fabricated Metal Products 34 4 14 14.6 10.5 8.7 5.3 
Lumber & Wood Products 24 5 9 13.7 13.0 8.0 6.6 
Leather & Leather Products 31 6 6 12.l 14.3 5.2 5.1 
Textile Mill Products 22 7 5 11.7 14.5 4.8 6.4 
Paper & Allied Products 26 8 13 10.9 10.8 4.7 4.6 
Special Trade Contractors 17 9 11 10.5 11.2 6.5 5.5 
Industrial Machinery & Equipment 35 10 17 10.4 9.7 4.6 4.7 
General Building Contractors 15 11 10 10.4 11.9 5.0 5.7 
Health Services 80 12 • 9.9 • 6.1 • 
Local & Suburban Transportation 41 13 " 9.9 • 5.5 " Auto Dealers & Gas. Service Stations 55 14 • 9.3 • 5.4 • 
General Merchandise Stores 53 15 18 8.9 9.4 5.4 5.9 
Rubber & Plastic Products 30 16 19 8.7 9.3 5.6 4.1 
Note: '•' represents those industry groups whose rate did not exceed the all-industry average. 
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As shown in Text Table J, 13 industry 
fUoups recorded total case incidence rates 
for occupational illnesses (Private Sector) 
that exceeded the all-industry illness 
case rate of 1.9 cases per 100 full-time 
workers. 
The most hazardous group in terms of ill-
nesses was the Transportation Equipment 
group (SIC 37). This industry experienced 
a total illness incidence rate of 8.6 illness 
cases per 100 full-time workers. 
The Leather & Leather Products group 
(SIC 31) followed with an incidence rate of 
6. 7 illness cases per 100 full-time work-
ers. Disorders associated with repeated 
trauma accounted for 88.3% of the ill-
nesses in this particular industry. 
Cases involving repeated trauma (e.g., 
tendonitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, hear 
ing loss due to prolonged exposure, etc.) 
accounted for an overwhelmin~ majority of 
the illness cases experienced in all 13 
groups that exceeded the all-industry rate 
of 1.9 illness cases per 100 full-time 
workers. 
Results to be noted are the Food Stores 
group (SIC 54) which jumped from 
position 7 in 1993 to position 4 in 1994. 
Rubber and Plastic Products (SIC 30) 
moved from position 8 to position 8 in 
1994. Electronic Equipment, except 
Computers (SIC 36) fell from position 6 in 
1993 to a less hazardous position 10 in 
1994. Food & Kindred Products (SIC 20) 
moved from position 4 in 1993 to position 
6 in 1994 .. 
Text Table J: Illness Incidence Rate~ for Industry Groups that Exceed the All-Industry Rate, Maine 
1993-1994 
Total Lost 
Rank Total Cases Workday cases 
INDUSTRY SIC 1994 1993 19941993 1994 1993 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL IND. 01-89 1.9 1.5 0.9 0.7 
Transportation Equipment 37 l l 8.6 7.9 6.4 4.0 
Leather & Leather Products 31 2 2 6.7 6.6 3.6 3.6 
Insurance Carriers 63 3 3 6.1 6.3 0.7 0.8 
Food Stores 54 4 7 4.7 3.4 3.0 2.3 
Rubber & Plastic Products 30 5 8 3.3 2.6 1.9 1.6 
Food & Kindred Products 20 6 4 3.2 5.0 1.8 3.0 
Textile Mill Products 22 7 5 3.2 4.6 1.7 2.6 
Industrial/ Commercial Machinery 35 8 10 2.6 2.0 1.0 1.3 
Apparel & Other Textile Products 23 9 9 2.5 2~6 1.3 1.7 
Electronic Equip. Exe Computers 36 10 6 2.5 3.6 1.6 2.0 
Fabricated Metal Products 34 11 • 2.4 * 1.3 * 
Electric, Gas and Sanitary Services 49 12 • 2.3 * 0.4 • 
Depository Institutions 60 13 • 2.2 * 0.2 • 
Note: '*' represents those industiy groups whose rate did not exceed the all-industry average. 
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Survey of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses. 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES BY COMPANY SIZE 
Incidence rates can vary depending on 
the siZe of a business. Generally, small 
businesses with 1 to 10 employees have 
relatively low incidence rates of work-
related injuries and illnesses, while 
firms with 50 or more employees have 
higher incidence rates. 
In 1994, companies with 1000 or more 
employees experienced the highest total 
case incidence rate of the siZe class 
groupings. This stze group experienced 
a total case rate of 19.0 cases per 100 
full-time workers. 
Text Table K: Total Case Incidence Rate by Stze Class, Maine, 1993-1994 
Incidence Rate 
Number of Employees 1993 1994 %Chi 
ALL SIZES 10.7 10.5 -3.7 
1-10 •• 4.2 
11-49 . •• 8.0 
50-249 •• 13.4 
250-999 •• 12.0 
1000+ •• 19.0 
Note: •••• estimates for this size class were not produced due to the restructuring of new stze classes .. 
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MAINE COMPARED TO THE UNITED STATES 
In 1994, the total case incidence rate (unadjusted) in Maine was 25.0% higher than in the United States as a whole 
(10.5 cases versus 8.4 cases). The lost workday case rate was also higher in Maine than in the U.S. as a whole (5.6 
cases versus 3.8 cases). In every year since the survey began, Maine's rates have exceeded the comparable national 
rates. However, by adjusting the rates to account for the difference in the mix of industries in Maine versus the U.S., 
this difference ts reduced. (See Text Table M.) 
Text Table L: Total Case Incidence Rates by Case Type. Maine and the United States, 1972-1994. 
Total cases Lost Workclay cases Lost Workdays 
Maine United States Maine United States Maine United States 
Survey Incidence Percent Incidence Percent Incidence Percent Incidence Percent Incidence Percent Incidence Percent 
Y~J.: Rate Chanee Rate Chanae Rate Chanae Rate Chanee ~ Chanee Rate Chan~ 
1972 11.3 - 10.9 - 3.9 - 3.3 - 57.6 - 47.9 
1973 11.4 0.9 11.0 0.9 4.1 5.1 3.4 3.0 71.8 24.7 53.3 11.3 
1974 10.9 -4.4 10.4 -5.5 4.1 0.0 3.5 2.9 70.1 -2.4 54.6 2.4 
1975 10.3 -5.5 9.1 -12.5 4.2 2.4 3.3 -5.7 77.6 10.7 56.1 2.7 
1976 10.4 1.0 9.2 I.I 4.5 7.1 3.5 6.1 79.2 2.1 60.5 7.8 
1977 10.4 o.o 9.3 1.1 4.8 6.7 3.8 8.6 87.7 10.7 61.6 1.8 
1978 11.7 12.5 9.4 1.1 5.5 14.6 4.1 7.9 96.0 9.5 63.5 3.1 
1979 12.1 3.4 9.5 1.1 6.2 12.7 4.3 4.9 104.2 8.5 67.7 6.6 
1980 12.0 -0.8 8.7 -8.4 6.1 -1.6 4.0 -7.0 113.7 9.1 65.2 -3.7 
1981 11.9 -0.8 8.3 -4.6 6.0 -1.6 3.8 -5.0 112.5 -1.1 61.7 -5.4 
1982 10.9 -8.4 7.7 -7.2 5.5 -8.3 3.5 -7.9 114.0 1.3 58.7 -4.9 
1983 11.0 0.9 7.6 -1.3 5.6 1.8 3.4 -2.9 110.1 -3.4 58.5 0.3 
1984 13.2 20.0 8.0 5.3 6.7 19.6 3.7 8.8 139.4 26.6 63.4 8.4 
1985 12.5 -5.3 7.9 -1.3 6.2 -7.5 3.6 -2.7 136.6 -2.0 64.9 2.4 
1986 12.9 3.2 7.9 unch. 6.0 -3.2 3.6 unch. 128.2 6.1 65.8 1.4 
1987 13.7 6.2 8.3 5.0 6.9 15.0 3.8 5.5 154.8 20.7 69.9 6.2 
1988 14.4 5.1 8.6 3.6 7.4 7.2 4.0 5.3 167.9 8.5 76.1 8.9 
1989 14.5 1.4 8.6 unch. 7.4 1.4 4.0 unch. 177.6 5.8 78.7 3.4 
1990 14.3 -1.4 8.8 2.3 7.0 -5.4 4.1 2.5 173.6 -2.3 84.0 6.7 
1991 11.8 -17.5 8.4 -4.5 6.2 -11.4 3.9 -4.9 159.7 -8.0 86.5 3.0 
1992 10.8 -8.5 8.9 5.6 5.6 -9.7 3.9 0.0 148.1 -7.3 disc disc 
1993 10.7 -1.3 8.5 -4.5 5.4 -3.2 3.8 -2.6 disc disc disc disc 
1994 10.5 -1.9 8.4 -1.2 5.6 3.7 3.8 unch. disc disc disc disc 
Note: 'disc' represents data elements that are discontinued. 
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Survey of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses. 1994 
Why are Maine's incidence rates higher 
than the U.S. as a whole? One reason 
that can be quantitatively examined is 
the industry mix (the distribution of 
total employment in various industries). 
For instance, assume a state's private 
sector has a higher concentration of 
employment in more hazardous indus-
tries than another state or in the nation 
as a whole. Therefore, the incidence 
rate (unadjusted) for that state as a 
whole would be higher than the state 
being compared to or the U.S. as a 
whole. One can investigate this by 
usinp; the Standard Industry Mix (SIM) 
which permits comparisons between 
states or between a state and the U.S. 
as a whole. 
The Standard Industry Mix bases the 
injury and illness experience of one 
area, in this case, a state's overall 
incidence rate, on the industry mix of 
the area to which it ls being compared 
to. In this case we are comparing to the 
United States as a whole and its 
territories. 
Adjusting for the Standard Industry 
Mix in 1994 has the effect of reducing 
Maine's Private Sector total case 
incidence rate by 6.7%. The "raw" rate 
of 10.5 cases per 100 full-time workers 
is reduced to 9.8 cases. The 
adjustment for lost workday cases 
results in . a drop of 7 .1 % . The "raw" 
rate of 5.6 cases per 100 full-time 
workers is reduced to 5.2 cases. 
Text Table M: Total Case Incidence Rates adjusted to the U.S. Industry Mix, by Industry Dlvision,1994 
Injuries and Ulnesses ~er 100 Workers 
·Total cases Lost Workday: cases 
~ Maine ~ Maine 
Industry Unadj. A<liusted U.S. Unadj. Adjusted U.S. 
PRIVATE SECTOR 10.5 9.8 8.4 5.6 5.2 3.8 
Agriculture, Forestry 
& Fishing 12.4 12.4 10.0 6.9 6.9 4.7 
Mining 3.3 3.3 6.3 2.0 2.0 3.9 
Construction 10.3 10.4 11.8 6.0 6.1 5.5 
Manufacturing 17.1 14.3 12.2 9.5 8.1 5.5 
Transportation 
& Public Utllltles 7.4 5.9 9.3 4.1 3.3 5.5 
Wholesale Trade 8.2 8.2 7.7 5.0 5.0 3.8 
Retail Trade 8.2 ' 8.0 7.9 4.4 4.3 3.3 
Finance, Insurance 
& Real Estate 5.1 4.7 2.7 1.2 1.2 1.1 
Services 8.1 7.1 6.5 4.4 3.6 2.8 
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Reliability of the Estimates 
Estimates derived from a sample survey 
are subject to sampling and nonsam-
pling errors. Errors dealing with 
response to the survey and recording of 
cases are minimized through compre-
hensive edit procedures and follow-up 
contact with employers to ensure the 
accuracy of the data. Errors of sam-
pling variance are minimized through 
the use of randomized stratified sam-
pling techniques. The relative standard 
error is a measure of the sampling vari-
ance. 
When applied to the survey estimates, 
the sampling error serves to define the 
confidence intervals. The relative stan-
dard error, along With the charactetts-
tlcs estimated value defines the confi-
dence interval that would include com-
plete coverage (i.e. a census). The 
chance is approximately· 67% that a 
census would produce a value in the 
range of one standard error below to 
one standard error above the estimated 
value. The chance is approximately 
95% that a census would produce a 
value in the range of two standard 
errors above and below the estimated 
value The chance is approximately 
99.7% that a census would produce a 
value in the range of three standard 
errors above and below the estimated 
value. 
The relative standard errors for Maine's 
private sector are shown below. The 
total case incidence rate of 10.5 cases 
per 100 full-time workers has a relative 
standard error of 3.0 % (See Text Table 
N). This means that the probability is 
67% that a census would produce a 
total case incident rate in the range of 
3.0% above and 3.0% below the 
estimated rate of 10.5 which is 10.18 to 
10.82 The probability is 95% that a 
census would produce a total case 
incidence rate in the range of two 
standard errors above and below the 
estimated rate which is 9.87 to 11.13. 
The probability is 99.7% that a census 
would produce a total case incidence 
rate in the range of three standard 
errors above and below the estimated 
rate which is 9.55 to 11.45. These 
confidence intervals can be calculated 
for other estimated values by using the 
same method used here. 
Text Table N: Relative Standard Error for Injuries and Illnesses 
by Case Type by Industry Division. Maine 1994. 
Industry lSICl 
Private Sector 
Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing 
Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation & Public Utilities 
Wholesale 
Retail 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 
Services 
Total 
Case 
Rate 
3.0% 
16.1% 
0.0% 
11.6% 
2.7% 
17.6% 
9.4% 
12.2% 
14.8% 
5.8% 
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Relative Standard Error 
Lost 
Workday 
Case Rate 
3.5% 
18.0% 
0.0% 
12.0% 
2.6% 
28.8% 
13.4% 
13.9% 
14.3 % 
6~5 % 
Nonfatal 
Cases w/o 
Lost Workdays 
3.9% 
21.4% 
0.0% 
16.0% 
3.7% 
13.3% 
10.1% 
14.3% 
16.6% 
9.1 % 
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-··' I 
.. <)!IL!.'.(~., 
~ Public Sector 
1994 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH SURVEY SUMMARY 
• Recordable occupational injuries 
and illnesses in Maine's public sector 
(state & local government) occurred at 
an estimated rate of 7. 3 cases per 100 
full-time workers in 1994. 
* The incidence rate for lost workday 
cases was 3.9 cases per 100 full-time 
workers. 
* State Government recorded a total 
case incidence rate of 5.6 cases per 100 
full-time workers. 
• Local Government recorded a total 
case incidence rate of 8.2 cases per 100 
full-time workers. 
• There were an estimated 4, 144 
OSHA recordable occupational injuries 
and illnesses during 1994. Of these, 
2,227 resulted in one or more lost 
workdays which include days away 
from work or days of restricted activity 
or both. 
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* There were an estimated 3,651 re-
cordable injuries in Maine in 1994. 
• There were an estimated 493 re-
cordable illnesses ln Maine ln 1994. 
• Injuries accounted for 88. l % of the 
OSHA recordable cases that occurred in 
Maine's public sector during 1994. 
illnesses accounted for 11. 9% of all 
OSHA recordable cases. 
• The highest proportion of illnesses 
were Disorders Associated with Repeat-
ed Trauma (including tendonltis, carpal 
tunnel syndrome, hearing loss due to 
prolonged exposure, etc.). This catego-
ry accounted for 45.4% of all illnesses 
reported in State and Local government 
ln 1994. Respiratory Conditions Due to 
Toxlc Agents accounted for 17.8% of all 
illnesses in 1994. Disorders Due to 
Physical Agents accounted for 10.5% of 
all recordable illnesses. 
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OCCUPATIONAL INJURY AND ILLNESS INCIDENCE RATES 
Recordable occupational injuries and 
illnesses occurred at a rate of 7 .3 cas-
es per 100 full-time workers in Maine's 
public sector in 1994. This rate is 3.9% 
ts 9.1% lower than 1993 when 3.3 
cases per 100 full-time workers were 
recorded. 
lower than 1993 when a rate of 7.6 In Local Government, lost workday cas-
cases were recorded. es occurred at the rate of 4.0 cases per fr, 
100 full-time workers, _ayegrease of e1vat 
State Government recorded a total casefJ? ·tJw.:f%=ff'om 1993 when~ cases wer-e4w 
incidence rate of 5.6 cases per 100 full- ri~•'' recorded. ftt) 
time workers in 1994, 8.2% lower than r€ 1"' 
1993 when 6.1 cases were recorded. State Government workers recorded an 
Local Government recorded a total case 
incidence rate of 8.2 cases per 100 full-
time workers in 1994, a decrease of just 
· 1.2% from 1993. 
In State Government, lost workday cas-
es (cases involving days away from 
work or days of restricted work activity 
or both) occurred at the rate of 3. 0 cas-
es per 100 full-time workers. This rate 
incidence rate of 2. 7 for injuries and 
illnesses Without lost workdays, a 
decrease of 3.6% from 1993 when 2.8 
cases were recorded. 
Local Government workers recorded an 
incidence rate of 3. 7 for injuries and 
illnesses Without lost workdays. This 
rate is 14.0% lower than 1993 when 4.3 
cases were recorded. 
Figure 16. Total Case Incidence Rates by Case Type 
Public Sector. Maine 1992-1994 
Cases With 
Lost Workdays 
10 Incidence Rote 
Coses Without 
Lost Workdays 
~ 
8 .................................................................. . 
1 ... 
0 
1992 1993 
Year 
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ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL HOURS WORKED 
Figure 17 and Figure 18 illustrate the 
annual average employment and total 
hours worked for State and Local Gov-
ernment in Maine in 1994. 
Figure 17. 
Figure 18. 
Annual Average Employment 
Public Sector, Maine 1992-1994 
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OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES & ILLNESSES 
Under the OSH Act, all work-related 
illnesses must be recorded, while inju-
ries are recordable only when they re-
quire medical treatment (beyond first 
aid), or involve loss of consciousness, 
restriction of work or motion, or trans-
fer to another job. 
An occupational injury is an event 
such as a cut, fracture, sprain, 
amputation, etc .. which results from a 
work accident or from an exposure 
involving a single incident in the work 
environment. An occupational mness 
is an abnormal condition or disorder, 
other than one resulting from an 
occupational injury (an instantaneous 
or one-time event), caused by exposure 
to environmental factors at work. It 
includes acute and chronic illnesses or 
diseases which may be caused by 
inhalation, absorption, ingestion, or 
direct contact. 
Text Table 0 lists the case rates for 
injuries and illnesses combined for the 
public sector since 1992 when the 
public sector was first surveyed. 
Text Table 0: Injury and Illness Incidence Rates by Case Type, Public Sector Maine, 1992-1994 
Incidence Rates 
Cases With Cases With Cases 
Total Cases With Days Away Restricted Without 
Survey Year Cases Lost Workdays From Work Workdays Lost Workdays 
1992 7.4 3.7 3.3 0.4 3.7 
1993 7.6 3.8 3.3 0.5 3.8 
1994 7.3 3.9 3.4 0.6 3.4 
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OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES 
An occupational injury is an instanta-
neous event. Examples include a cut, 
fracture, sprain, amputation, etc., 
which results from a work accident or 
from an exposure involving a single 
incident in the work environment. 
In 1994, Maine's public sector work 
force recorded 6.4 occupational injuries 
per 100 full-time workers. a decrease of 
8.6% from 1993. 
The lost workday case incidence rate 
due to injuries was 3.5 cases per 100 
full-time workers in 1994, up 2.9% 
over 1993. 
The incidence rate for cases without 
lost workdays was 2.9 cases per 100 
full-time workers, a decrease of 17.1 %. 
There were an estimated 892 injury 
cases in the public sector in 1994, 
accounting for 80.8% of all cases that 
occurred in Maine's public sector. 
Text Table P: Injury Incidence Rates by Case Type, Public Sector, Maine, 1992-1994 
Incidence Rates 
Injuries with Injuries with Injuries 
Total Lost workday days awak restricted without 
Survey Year Injuries Injuries from wor: workdan lost workdan 
1992 6.7 3.4 3.0 0.4 3.2 
1993 7.0 3.4 3.1 0.4 3.5 
1994 6.4 3.5 3.1 0.5 2.9 
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OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES 
An occupational illness is an abnormal 
condition or disorder, other than one 
resulting from an occupational injury 
(an instantaneous or one-time event), 
caused by exposure to envtronmental 
factors at work. Illnesses also include 
cases that develop over time, such as 
tendonitis, carpal tunnel syndrome. or 
hearing loss due to prolonged exposure. 
In 1994, Maine's public sector 
incidence rate for occupational illnesses 
increased from 0.6 cases per 100 full-
time workers in 1993 to 0.9 
occupational illnesses per ·100 full-time 
workers in 1994, an increase of 50.0%. 
The lost workday case incidence rate 
due to illnesses was 0.4 cases per 100 
full-time workers in 1994, an increase 
of 33.3% over 1993. 
The incidence rate for illnesses without 
lost workdays jumped from 0.3 cases 
per 100 full-time workers in 1994 to 
0.5 case in 1994. an increase of 66.7%. 
There were an estimated 212 recordable 
illness cases in the public sector in 
1994, accounting for 19.2% of all cases. 
Text Table Q: Illness Incidence Rates by case Type, Public Sector, Maine, 1992-1994 
Incidence Rates 
Survey Year 
1992 
1993 
1994 
Total 
mnesses 
0.7 
0.6 
0.9 
mnesses withWnesses with Wnesses 
Lost workday days away restricted without 
illnesses from work workdays lost workdays 
0.3 
0.3 
0.4 
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Text Table R lists the estimated num-
ber of occupational illnesses by type in 
1994. There are seven illness types 
recognized in the survey. (see Appendix 
D for descriptions of each category.) 
Disorders associated with repeated 
trauma which includes tendonitis, 
carpal tunnel syndrome, and hearing 
loss due to prolonged exposure ac-
counted for 45.4% of all the 
occupational illnesses that occurred in 
State and Local government 1994. 
Respiratory diseases due to toxic 
agents accounted for 17 .8% of the 
illnesses. Disorders due to physical 
agents accounted for 10.5% of the 
illnesses recorded in State and Local 
government in 1994. 
Text Table R: Number of Occupational Illnesses by Type, Public Sector, Maine, 1994 
Number of Wnesses 
Type of mncss Total State Local 
Total all Types 491 211 280 
Disorders associated With repeated trauma 223 132 91 
Occupational skin diseases and disorders 39 7 32 
Respiratory diseases due to toxic agents 88 47 41 
Disorders due to physical agents 51 l 50 
Poisoning (systemic effects of toxic material) 16 1 15 
Dust diseases of the lungs 2 2 0 
All other occupational illnesses 72 21 51 
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Figures 19 and 20 illustrate the 
distribution of the illness types as a 
percent of all illnesses recorded in State 
and Local government in 1994. 
Figure 19. 
Figure 20. 
Percentage of Occupational Illnesses by Type 
State Government, Maine, 1994 
State 
Repeated Trauma 62.6% 
Toxic Respiratory 22.3% 
Toxic Poisoning .SX 
Physic::ol AQents ,5,. 
Dual Disease, Lung .9" 
Skin Disorders 3.3,. 
Percentage of Occupational illnesses by Type 
Local Government, Maine, 1994 
Physical Agents 18.1 % 
Other Illnesses 18. 1 % 
local 
Repeated Trauma 32.6% 
ust Disease, Lung O~ 
Toxic Poisoning 5.3% 
Toxic Respiratory 14.5% 
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TABLE 1 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 I INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases 
With With Nonfatal I Total Days Restricted Cases Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Total4 Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays I 
PRIVATE SECTOR - ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 10.5 5.6 3.3 2.3 4.9 I Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 01-09 12.4 6.9 5.9 0.9 5.6 
Agricultural Production 01-02 15.5 8.6 7.1 1.5 6.9 I Agricultural Services 07 
Mining 10-14 3.3 2.0 2.0 0.0 1.3 
Contract Construction 15-17 10.3 6.0 5.3 0.7 4.4 I 
General Builcl1ng Contractors 15 11.0 5.5 4.8 0.7 5.5 
General Contractors - Residential 152 10.0 5.3 4.7 0.6 4.7 I General Contractors - Nonresidential 154 13.3 6.1 5.1 1.0 7.2 
Heavy Construction Contractors 16 8.4 4.2 3.4 0.8 4.2 
Highway and Street Construction 161 9.9 6.8 5.5 1.4 3.0 
Heavy Constr., except Highway & Street 162 6.7 1.2 1.0 0.2 5.5 I Special Trades Contractors 17 10.7 6.7 6.1 0.6 4.0 
PlumbinJ, Heating, A1r Conditioning 171 7.3 4.9 4.6 0.3 2.4 
Electric Work 173 6.7 3.3 3.2 0.1 3.4 I Miscellaneous Special Trades 179 11.2 7.0 6.6 0.4 4.1 
Manufacturing 20-39 17.1 9.5 3.7 5.8 7.7 
Food and Kindred Products 20 19.2 11.2 6.4 4.8 8.0 I canned, Frozen, Preserved Fruits & Veg. 203 10.1 5.6 3.0 2.6 4.5 Frozen Fruits, Fruit Juices, and Veget. 2037 
Miscellaneous Food Products 209 31.5 16.6 5.3 11.3 14.9 
Textile Mill Products 22 14.8 6.5 3.4 3.1 8.4 I Broadwoven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 15.l 8.0 3.4 4.6 7.1 
Apparel Products from Fabrics 23 9.4 3.9 2.0 1.9 5.5 
Lumber and Wood Products 24 15.6 9.0 4.5 4.5 6.5 I LogginJi 241 8.7 5.6 4.8 0.8 3.1 
Sawm s and Planing Mills 242 18.3 12.5 6.0 6.5 5.7 
Miscellaneous Wood Products 249 19.3 10.2 4.2 6.0 9.1 I Furniture and Fixtures 25 
Paper and Allied Products 26 12.2 5.1 2.3 2.8 7.2 
Paper Mills 262 12.7 4.9 2.2 2.7 7.8 I Printing, Publishin~nd Allied Industries 27 6.4 3.5 2.0 1.4 3.0 
Newspapers: Publis g or Pub. & Printing 271 6.8 4.3 2.9 1.4 2.5 
Commercial Printing 275 7.0 3.6 1.7 1.9 3.3 I Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products 30 12.0 7.5 3.6 3.9 4.5 
Miscellaneous Plastic Products 308 9.7 5.7 2.4 3.3 4.0 
I 
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TABLE 1 - Incidence Ratea of Recordable Occupational lojurlea and Illnesses by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Caaea Caaea 
With With Nonfatal 
Total Daya Reatricted Caaes 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 s1c2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays 
Leather and Leather Products 31 18.8 8.8 3.5 5.3 10.0 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 17.4 8.0 3.5 4.5 9.3 
Men's Footwear, except Athletic 3143 18.7 6.6 5.2 1.3 12.l 
Women's Footwear, except Athletic 3144 13.2 7.8 1.5 6.3 5.4 
Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products 32 - - - - -
Fabricated Metal Products, except 
Machlnery, Transportation Equipment 34 16.9 10.0 5.0 5.0 6.9 
Industrial and Commercial Machlnery 
. and Computer Equipment 
Miscellaneous Industrial and Commercial 
35 13.0 5.6 3.5 2.2 7.4 
Machlnery and Equipment 359 11.0 3.7 1.4 2.3 7.2 
Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment 
and Components. exc. Computer'Eq. 36 7.7 4.3 2.6 1.8 3.4 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 6.0 3.3 1.8 1.5 2.7 
Transportation Equipment 37 43.9 29.2 5.6 23.6 14.7 
Aircraft and Parts 372 12.2 4.7 1.5 3.2 7.5 
Ship and Boat Bu1ld1ng and Repa1r1ng 373 51.8 35.0 6.3 28.7 16.8 
Transportation, Communications, Elec-
tric, Ga1, and Sanitary Servicea 40-49 7.4 4.1 3.2 0.9 3.4 
Railroad Transportation 40 5.6 4.0 3.7 0.3 1.5 
Local & Suburban Transit & Highway Tran. 41 10.6 5.7 4.9 0.7 5.0 
Motor Freight Transport. and Warehousing 42 8.6 5.8 5.1 0.7 2.8 
Communications 48 4.5 1.9 0.9 1.0 2.6 
Telephone Commun1cat1ons 481 3.4 1.7 0.0 1.7 1.7 
Radio & Televtslon Broadcasting Stations 483 3.2 0.9 0.7 0.2 2.3 
Cable & Other Televtsion Servtces 484 14.0 5.9 5.9 0.0 8.1 
Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Servtces 49 7.9 3.8 2.3 1.5 4.1 
Electric Servtces 491 7.5 3.8 2.4 1.4 3.8 
Wholeaale and Retail Trade 50-59 8.2 4.5 3.4 1.1 3.7 
Wholeaale Trade 50-51 8.2 5.0 3.4 1.6 3.2 
Wholesale Trade, Durable goods 50 8.0 4.7 2.9 1.8 3.3 
Motor Vehlcles & Parts and Supplies 501 8.3 5.5 4.2 1.3 2.9 
Professional and Commercial 
Equipment and Supplies 504 5.1 2.9 2.2 0.7 2.2 
Machlnery, Equipment and Supplles 508 6.7 3.2 2.9 0.3 3.5 
Wholesale Trade, Nondurable goods 51 8.4 5.3 3.9 1.4 3.1 
Groceries and Related Products 514 8.5 6.1 4.1 1.9 2.5 
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TABLE 1 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Dlneues by Type and lndu.try, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases 
With With Nonfatal 
Total Days Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY! s1c2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays 
Retail Trade 52-59 8.2 4.4 3.4 1.0 3.8 
Building Materials, Hardware, Garden 
Supply, and Mobile Home Dealers 52 7.9 4.1 2.8 1.3 3.8 
Lumber and Building Materials Dealers 521 8.4 4.4 3.1 1.3 4.0 
Hardware Stores · 525 6.0 4.4 2.4 2.0 1.5 
General MerchandJse Stores 53 9.4 5.7 4.9 0.8 3.7 
Department Stores 531 10.6 6.6 5.7 0.8 4.0 
Food Stores 54 11.4 7.7 4.7 3.1 3.7 
Grocery Stores 541 
- -
- - -
Auto Dealers and Gasoline Service Stations 55 10.0 5.9 5.4 0.6 4.0 
Motor Vehicle Dealers(New and Used) 551 10.l 4.0 3.8 0.2 6.1 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 8.3 6.7 5.3 1.4 1.6 
Apparel and Accesory Stores 56 2.5 1.6 1.2 0.4 0.9 
Home Furniture, FumJshlngs and 
EquJpment Stores 57 5.6 3.4 2.5 0.8 2.3 
Home Furniture and Furnishings Stores 571 
- -
- - -
Eating and Dr1nklng Places 58 7.2 2.9 2.5 0.4 4.3 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 60-69 5.1 1.2 1.0 0.2 3.9 
Depository Institutions 60 5.3 1.2 1.1 0.0 4.2 
Commercial Banks 602 7.4 1.5 1.5 0.0 5.9 
Insurance Carriers 63 7.5 I.I 0.5 0.6 6.4 
Insurance Agents, Brokers. and Service 64 2.1 0.5 0.3 0.1 1.6 
Real Estate 65 5.9 2.7 2.5 0.2 3.2 
Services 70-89 8.6 4.4 3.0 1.4 4.2 
Hotels. Rooming Houses, camps, and 
3.0 Other Lodging Places 70 7.9 2.3 0.7 4.9 
Hotels and Motels 701 8.9 3.3 2.5 0.8 5.6 
Personal Services 72 4.7 3.3 2.6 0.7 1.4 
Business Services 73 5.2 2.8 2.4 0.5 2.4 
Personnel Supply Services 736 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 
Automotive Repair. Services, and Parldng 75 6.6 3.8 3.1 0.7 2.8 
Automotive Repair Shops 753 - - - - -
Motton Picture 78 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
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TABLE 1 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases 
I With With Nonfatal Total Days Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays 
I 
I Amusement and Recreation Services 79 7.3 3.4 1.5 1.9 3.9 Health Services 80 11.6 6.8 4.2 2.6 4.8 
Offices and Cllnics of Doctors of Medicine 801 3.5 1.9 1.9 0.0 1.6 
Nursing and Personal Care Facilities 805 20.6 13.3 7.8 5.5 7.3 
I Hospitals 806 10.0 5.2 3.4 1.8 4.8 Home Health Care Services 808 19.4 11.8 6.9 4.9 7.6 
Educational Services 82 6.0 2.2 1.7 0.6 3.7 
I Elementary and Secondary Schools 821 - - - - -Social Services 83 8.9 4.5 3.9 0.6 4.4 
Individual and Family Social Services 832 6.9 2.6 2.4 0.2 4.3 
I Hospitals 836 14. l 7.7 6.6 1.1 6.5 MembersWp Organizations 86 4.8 2.1 1.8 0.3 2.7 Civil, Social, and Fraternal Associations 864 
- - - - -
I Engineering, Accounting, Research, Man-Engineering, and Related Services 87 3.2 1.3 0.9 0.4 2.0 Engineering, Architectural. Surveying 871 2.7 1.2 0.9 0.3 1.5 
Management and Public Relations Serv. 874 1.6 LO 1.0 0.0 0.5 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 2 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY I SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
PRIVATE SECTOR- ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 8.6 4.7 3.0 1.7 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 01-09 10.9 6.0 5.1 0.9 
Agricultural Production 01-02 15.0 8.2 6.6 1.5 
Mining 10-14 3.3 2.0 2.0 0.0 
Agricultural Serv:tces 07 - - - -
Contract Construction 15-17 10.0 5.7 5.1 0.7 
General BuildJng Contractors 15 10.4 5.0 4.3 0.7 
General Contractors - Residential 152 9.2 4.5 3.9 0.6 
General Contractors - Nonresidential 154 13.2 6.0 5.1 0.9 
Heavy Construction Contractors 16 8.1 4.2 3.4 0.8 
Highway and Street Construction 161 9.9 6.8 5.5 1.4 
Heavy Constr., except Highway & Street 162 6.1 1.2 1.0 0.2 
Special Trades Contractors 17 10.5 6.5 5.9 0.6 
PlumblnJ, Heating, A1r Cond1Uonlng 171 6.9 4.5 4.2 0.3 
Electric Work 173 6.3 3.0 2.9 0.1 
Miscellaneous Special Trades 179 11.l 7.0 6.6 0.4 
Manufacturing 20-39 13.7 7.5 3.2 4.3 
Food and Kindred Products 20 15.9 9.4 5.8 3.6 
Canned, Frozen, Preserved Fruits & Veg. 203 8.8 4.5 2.6 1.9 
Frozen Fruits, Fruit Juices; and Veget. 2037 - - - -
Miscellaneous Food Products 209 23.5 12.6 4.6 8.0 
Textile Mill Products 22 11.7 4.8 2.7 2.1 
Broadwoven Fabnc M1lls, Wool 223 11.5 5.7 2.6 3.1 
Apparel Products from Fabrics 23 6.9 2.6 1.6 1.0 
Lumber and Wood Products 24 13.7 8.0 4.3 3.7 
Logging 241 7.9 5.6 4.8 0.8 
Sawmills and Planln'i>r Mills 242 17.4 11.9 5.9 6.0 
Miscellaneous Wood oducts 249 15.3 7.9 3.8 4.1 
Furniture and Fixtures 25 - - - -
Paper and Allted Products 26 10.9 4.7 2.1 2.6 
Paper Mills 262 11.4 4.6 2.0 2.6 
Pr1nUng. Publtshln~, and Allied Industries 27 5.5 2.8 1.6 1.1 
Newspapers: Pub 1sh1ng or Pub & Print. 271 5.3 3.0 2.2 0.8 
Commercial Pr1ntlng 275 6.4 3.4 1.6 1.9 
Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products 30 8.7 5.6 2.5 3.1 
Miscellaneous Plastic Products 308 7.0 4.1 1.6 2.5 
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TABLE 2 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
JNDUSTRY1 SJC2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
Leather and Leather Products 31 12.l 5.2 2.3 2.9 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 10.5 4.2 2.1 2.1 
Men's Footwear, except Athletic 3143 13.2 4.1 3.1 1.0 
Women's Footwear, except Athletic 3144 6.8 3.9 1.0 2.9 
Stone, Clay. Glass. and Concrete Products 32 
- - - -
Fabr.tcated Metal Products, except 
Machlnery, Transportation Equipment 34 14.6 8.7 4.6 4.1 
lndustr.tal and Commercial Machinery 
and Computer Equipment 35 10.4 4.6 3.0 1.6 
Miscellaneous Industrial and Commercial 
Machlnery and Equipment 359 7.6 2.5 1.1 1.5 
Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment 
and Components, exc. Computer Eq. 36 5.2 2.7 2.0 0.7 
Electronic Components and Accessor.tes 367 3.5 1.6 1.2 0.4 
Transportation Equipment 37 35.3 22.8 5.0 17.8 
Aircraft and Parts 372 8.9 3.4 1.2 2.1 
Ship and Boat Building and Repair.Ing 373 42.0 27.4 5.6 21.8 
Transportation, Communications, Elec-
tric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 40-49 6.7 3.9 3.1 0.8 
, 
Railroad Transportation 40 5.6 4.0 3.7 0.3 
Local & Suburban Transit & Hwy Trans. 41 9.9 5.5 4.8 0.6 
Motor Freight Transport. and Warehousing 42 8.2 5.7 4.9 0.7 
Communications 48 4.4 1.9 0.9 1.0 
Telephone Communications 481 3.4 1.7 0.0 1.7 
Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations 483 3.0 0.8 0.7 0.1 
Cable & Other Television Services 484 13.0 5.9 5.9 0.0 
Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 49 5.7 3.4 2.1 1.3 
Electric Services 491 5.0 3.4 2.2 1.1 
Wholcaale and Retail Trade 50-59 6.9 3.8 3.1 0.8 
Wholcaale Trade 50-51 7.2 4.4 3.2 1.2 
Wholesale Trade, Durable goods 50 7.2 4.1 2.8 1.3 
Motor Vehlcles & Parts and Supplies 
Professional and Commercial 
501 8.3 5.5 4.2 1.3 
Eqlllpment and Supplies 504 4.7 2.6 1.9 0.7 
Machinery, Equipment and Supplies 508 6.7 3.2 2.9 0.3 
Wholesale Trade, Nondurable goods 51 7.2 4.7 3.6 1.0 
Groceries and Related Products 514 7.4 5.5 3.9 1.6 
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TABLE 2 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
Retail Trade 52-59 6.7 3.7 3.0 0.6 
Building Materials, Hardware, Garden 
Supply, and Mobile Home Dealers 52 7.7 3.9 2.6 1.3 
Lumber and Building Materials Dealers 521 8.0 4.0 2.7 1.3 
Hardware Stores 525 6.0 4.4 2.4 2.0 
General Merchandise Stores 53 8.9 5.4 4.7 0.8 
Department Stores 531 10.0 6.3 5.5 0.8 
Food Stores 54 6.7 4.7 3.5 1.2 
Grocery Stores 541 - - - -
Auto Dealers and Gasoline Service Stallons 55 9.3 5.4 4.9 0.5 
Motor Vehicle Dealers(New and Used) 551 ' 8.9 3.2 2.9 0.2 
Gasoline Service Stallons 554 7.8 6.2 4.9 1.3 
Apparel and Accesory Stores 56 2.1 1.6 1.2 0.4 
Home Fumtture, Furnishings and 
Equtpment Stores 57 5.2 3.2 2.4 0.8 
Home Furniture and Furnishings Stores 571 
- - - -
Eating and Drinking Places 58 6.9 2.7 2.3 0.4 
Finance, lnll1U'allcc, and Real Estate 60-69 2.6 0.8 0.8 0.0 
Depository InsUtut1ons 60 3.1 0.9 0.9 0.0 
Commercial Banks 602 4.5 1.4 1.4 0.0 
Insurance canters 63 1.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 
Insurance Agents. Brokers, and Service 64 1.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 
Real Estate 65 5.5 2.5 2.5 0.1 
Services 70-89 6.9 3.9 2.7 1.2 
Hotels, Rooming Houses, Camps, and 
Other LodJof~ Places 70 7.6 2.7 2.0 0.7 
Hotels and ote s 701 8.6 3.1 2.3 0.8 
Personal Services 72 3.6 2.4 1.7 0.7 
Business Services 73 ' 4.2 2.4 2.2 0.3 
Personnel Supply Services 736 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Automotive Repair, Services, and Parking 75 6.0 3.5 2.9 0.6 
Automotive Repair Shops 753 - - - -
Motton Picture 78 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 2 - Incidence Ratea of Recordable Occupational Injurica by Type and Induatry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Casca 
Witb With 
Total Daya Rcatricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
Casca Casca Work Only 
Amusement and Recreation Services 79 7.0 3.3 1.5 1.8 
Health Services 80 9.9 6.1 3.8 2.3 
Offices and Cl1n1cs of Doctors of Medicine 801' 2.9 1.7 1.7 0.0 
Nursing and Personal Care Facilitles 805 18.6 12.2 7.1 5.1 
Hospitals 806 7.9 4.5 2.9 1.5 
Home Health Care Services 808 17.7 11.3 6.7 4.6 
Educational Services 82 5.1 2.0 1.4 0.6 
Elementary and Secondary Schools. 821 - - - -
Social Services 83 7.9 4.2 3.7 0.5 
lndivtdual and Family Social Services 832 4.8 2.1 2.0 0.1 
Residential Care 836 13.3 7.6 6.6 1.0 
Membership Orgamzattons 86 3.7 1.5 1.4 0.1 
CMl, Social, and Fraternal Associations 864 
- - -
-
Engtneertng, Accounting, Research, Man-
agement, and Related Services 87 2.0 0.9 0.7 0.2 
Engineering, Architectural. Surveying 871 2.1 1.0 0.7 0.2 
Management and Public Relations Serv. 874 1.6 1.0 1.0 0.0 
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TABLE 3 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 I INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases I With With Nonfatal Total ·Days Restricted Cases 
Tota14 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays I 
PRIVATE SECTOR- ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 1.9 0.9 0.4 0.5 1.0 I Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 01-09 1.5 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.7 
Agricultural Production 01-02 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.1 I Agricultural Services 07 - - - - -
Mining 10-14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Contract Construction 15-17 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 I 
General Bu1ld1ng Contractors 15 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0 
General Contractors - Res1dent1al 152 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.0 I General Contractors - Nonres1dent1al 154 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 
Heavy Construction Contractors 16 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
Highway and Street Construction 161 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I Heavy Constr., except Highway & Street 162 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 Special Trades Contractors 17 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Plumb~, Heating, Air Conditioning 171 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 
Electr1 Work 173 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.1 I Miscellaneous Special Trades 179 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Manufacturing 20-39 3.4 2.0 0.5 1.5 1.4 
Food and Kindred Products 20 3.2 1.8 0.6 1.2 1.4 I Canned, Frozen, Preserved Fruits & Veg. 203 1.3 I. I 0.4 0.6 0.3 Frozen Fruits, Fruit Juices, and Veget. 2037 - - - - -
Miscellaneous Food Products 209 8.0 4.0 0.7 3.3 4.0 
Textile M1ll Products 22 3.2 1.7 0.7 1.0 1.5 I Broadwoven Fabrtc Mills, Wool 223 3.6 2.3 0.8 1.6 1.3 
Apparel Products from Fabrics 23 2.5 1.3 0.4 0.9 1.2 I Lumber and Wood Products 24 1.9 I. I 0.2 0.9 0.9 
Logg1nfi 241 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 
Sawm1 Is and Plan1n1>r Mills 242 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.3 
Miscellaneous Wood oducts 249 4.0 2.3 0.4 1.9 1.7 I Furniture and Fixtures 25 - - - - -
Paper and Allied Products 26 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.9 I Paper Mills 262 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 1.0 Printing, Publlsh1n~, and Allied Industries 27 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.2 
Newspapers: Pub 1sh1ng or Print. & Pub. 271 1.4 I.3 0.7 0.6 0.2 
Commercial Printing 275 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 I Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products 30 3.3 1.9 1.1 0.9 1.4 
Miscellaneous Plastic Products 308 2.7 1.6 0.8 0.8 1.1 
I 
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TABLE 3 - Incidence Rate• of Recordable Occupational runeues by Type and lodu•try. Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Day• Reatricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
CaBes CasCB Work Only 
Leather and Leather Products 31 6.7 3.6 1.2 2.4 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 6.9 3.9 1.5 2.4 
Men's Footwear, except AthleUc 3143 5.4 2.5 2.1 0.4 
Women's Footwear, except Athletic 3144 6.5 3.9 0.5 3.4 
Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products 32 - - - -
Fabricated Metal Products, except 
Machinery, TransportaUon Equipment 34 2.4 1.3 0.4 0.9 
Industrial and Commercial Machinery 
and Computer Equipment 35 2.6 1.0 0.4 0.5 
Miscellaneous Industrial and Commercial 
Machinery and Equipment 359 3.4 1.2 0.4 0.8 
Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment 
and Components, exc. Computer Eq. 36 2.5 1.6 0.5 1.1 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 2.4 1.7 0.6 1.1 
TransportaUon Equipment 37 8.6 6.4 0.6 5.7 
Aircraft and Parts 372 3.3 1.3 0.2 1.1 
Ship and Boat Building and Repatrtng 373 9.9 7.6 0.7 6.9 
Transportation, Communications, Elec-
tric, Ga•, and Sanitary Services 40-49 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.1 
Railroad TransportaUon 40 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 
Local & Suburban Transit & Hwy Trans. 41 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.1 
Motor Freight Transport. and Warehousing 42 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 
CommuntcaUons 48 0.2 0.0 0.0 O;O 
Telephone Communications 481 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations 483 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 
Cable & Other Television Services 484 1.1 o.o 0.0 0.0 
Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 49 2.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 
Electric Services 491 2.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 50-59 1.4 0.7 0.4 0.4 
Wholesale Trade 50-51 1.0 0.6 0.2 0.4 
Wholesale Trade, Durable goods 50 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.5 
Motor Vehicles & Parts and Supplies 501 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Professional and Commercial 
Equipment and Supplies 504 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 
Machinery, Equipment and Supplies 508 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 
Wholesale Trade, Nondurable goods 51 1.2 0.7 0.3 0.4 
Groceries and Related Products 514 1.1 0.6 0.2 0.4 
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Nonfatal 
CaBCB 
Without 
Lost 
Workday• 
3.1 
3.0 
2.9 
2.5 
-
1.1 
1.6 
2.2 
0.9 
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2.2 
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0.0 
0.6 
0.3 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
1.1 
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0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
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TABLE 3 - Incidence Ratea of Recordable Occupational Wncnea by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Caeca Caeca 
With With 
Total Daya Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
Casca Cases Work Only 
Retail Trade 52-5,9 1.5 0.8 0.4 0.4 
Bulldtng Materials, Hardware, Garden 
0.0 Supply, and Mobile Home Dealers 52 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Lumber and Bulldlllg Materials Dealers 521 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 
Hardware Stores 525 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
General Merchandise Stores 53 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Department Stores 531 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Food Stores 54 4.7 3.0 1.2 1.9 
Grocery Stores 541 - - - -
Auto Dealers and Gasoline Service Stations 55 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.0 
Motor Vehicle Dealers(New and Used) 551 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.0 
Gasoline Service Stallons 554 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.1 
Apparel and Accesory Stores 56 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 
Home Furniture, Furnishings and 
Equipment Stores 57 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 
Home Furniture and Furnishings Stores 571 
- - - -
Eating and Drinking Places 58 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 60-69 2.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 
Depository InstltuUons 60 2.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Commercial Banks 602 2.9 0.1 0.1 0.0 
Insurance Carriers 63 6.1 0.7 0.3 0.5 
Insurance Agents, Brokers, and Services 64 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.1 
Real Estate 65 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.1 
Services 70-89 1.6 0.5 0.3 0.2 
Hotels, Rooming Houses, camps, and 
Other Lo~~ Places 70 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Hotels and ote s 701 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.0 
Personal Services 72 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.0 
Business Services 73 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 
Personnel Supply Services 736 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Automotive Repair, Services, and Parking 75 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 
Automotlve Repair Shops 753 
- - - -
Motion Picture 78 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
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0.0 
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TABLE 3 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational lline88es by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATESS 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
Amusement and Recreatlon Servtces 79 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 
Health Services 80 1.7 0.7 0.4 0.3 
Offices and Clintcs of Doctors of Medicine 801 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Nursing and Personal Care Facilitles 805 2.0 1.1 0.7 0.4 
Hospitals 806 2.1 0.7 0.5 0.2 
Home Health Care Servtces 808 1.8 0.5 0.3 0.3 
Educatlonal Services 82 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.0 
Elementary and Secondary Schools 821 
- - - -
Social Services 83 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.0 
· lndlvldual and Family Social Services 832 2.1 0.5 0.4 0.1 
Residential Care 836 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.1 
Membership Organtzatlons 86 , 1.1 0.6 0.4 0.2 
Civil, Social, and Fraternal Associations 864 
- - - -
Engineering, Accounting, Research, Man-
agement, and Related Servtces 87 1.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 
Engineering, Architectural, Surveying 871 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Management and PubUc Relations Serv. 874 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
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Cases 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
0.2 
1.0 
0.4 
0.9 
1.4 
1.3 
0.6 
-
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-
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0.0 
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TABLE 4 - Number of recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry. Maine, 1994 
Cases Cases 
With With Nonfatal 
Total Days Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays 
PRIVATE SECTOR - ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 36,825 19,684 11,728 7,956 17,141 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 01-09 509 281 242 39 228 
Agricultural Production 01-02 222 124 102 22 99 
Agricultural Services 07 - - - - -
Mining 10-14 IO 6 6 0 4 
Contract Construction 15-17 2,048 1.182 1,050 133 866 
General Building Contractors 15 468 235 205 30 233 
General Contractors - Residential 152 293 155 138 17 138 
General Contractors - Nonresidential 154 176 80 67 13 95 
Heavy Construction Contractors 16 330 166 133 33 164 
Highway and Street Construction 161 207 143 115 29 63 
Heavy Constr., except Highway & Street 162 )r23 223 18 4 101 
Special Trades Contractors 17 1,249 781 711 70 468 
Plumb~, Heating, AJr CondlUontng 171 193 131 123 8 63 
Electrt Work 173 87 43 42 2 44 
Miscellaneous Special Trades 179 439 276 261 16 163 
Manufacturing 20-39 15,218 8,395 3,268 5,126 6,823 
Food and Kindred Products 20 1,173 685 389 296 488 
Canned, Frozen, Preserved Fruits & Veg. 203 169 93 50 43 76 
Frozen Frutts, Frutt Juices, and Veget. 2037 - - - - -
Miscellaneous Food Products 209 440 232 74 158 209 
Textile Mill Products 22 828 361 187 174 467 
Broadwoven Fabric M!lls, Wool 223 362 192 81 111 170 
Apparel Products from Fabrics 23 211 87 44 43 124 
Lumber and Wood Products 24 1,602 929 465 464 673 
Logging 241 182 117 101 16 65 
Sawmills and Planing Mills 242 541 371 178 193 170 
Miscellaneous Wood Products 249 710 375 153 222 335 
Furniture and Fixtures 25 - - - - -
Paper and Allied Products 26 2,054 849 382 467 1,205 
Paper M11ls 262 1.844 708 314 394 1,136 
Prtnttng, Publ!shln§· and Allied lndustrtes 27 302 161 93 68 141 
Newspapers: Pub lshtng or Pub. & Print. 271 137 87 59 28 50 
Commercial Printing 275 141 73 34 39 67 
Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products 30 391 244 117 128 147 
Miscellaneous Plastic Products 308 276 162 67 94 114 
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TABLE 4 - Number of recordable Occupational ID.juries and Wnesaca by Type and lnduatry, Maine, 1994 
Caaes Caaes 
With With Nonfatal 
Total Daya Reatricted Caaes 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Caaes Caaes Work Only Workday• 
Leather and Leather Products 31 1,812 845 334 511 967 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 1,361 629 275 354 732 
Men's Footwear, except Athletic 3143 699 246 196 51 453 
Women's Footwear, except Athletic 3144 307 182 35 147 125 
Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products 32 
- - - - -
Fabricated Metal Products, except 
Machinery, Transportation Equipment 34 520 307 154 154 214 
Industrial and Commercial Machinery 
and Computer Equipment 35 520 224 138 86 295 
Miscellaneous Industrial and Commercial 
Machinery and Equipment 359 216 73 28 45 142 
Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment 
and Components, exc. Computer Eq. 36 534 301 178 123 234 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 266 148 BO 67 118 
Transportation Equipment 37 4.354 2,896 557 2,338 1,458 
Aircraft and Parts 372 167 64 20 44 103 
Ship and Boat BuUdtng and Repatrtng 373 4,105 2,771 497 2.274 1,334 
Transportation, Communications, Elcc-
tric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 40-49 1.525 836 659 178 689 
Railroad Transportation 40 51 37 34 3 14 
Local & Suburban Transit & Highway.Tran. 41 118 63 55 8 55 
Motor Freight Transport. and Warehousing 42 698 471 411 60 227 
Communtcations 48 201 86 40 46 115 
Telephone Communtcattons 481 88 44 0 44 44 
Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations 483 42 11 9 2 30 
Cable & Other Televtston Servtces 484 71 30 30 0 41 
Electric, Gas. and Sanitary Servtces 49 295 142 86 56 153 
Electric Servtces 491 242 122 77 45 121 
WholeUlc and Retail Trade 50-59 8,385 4,641 3,486 1.155 3,744 
Wholesale Trade 50-51 1.816 1,111 755 356 706 
Wholesale Trade, Durable goods 50 880 518 321 197 362 
Motor Vehicles & Parts and Supplies 501 148 97 74 23 51 
Professional and Commercial 
Equtpment and Supplies 504 95 54 41 13 41 
Machinery, Equtpment and Supplies 508 178 84 78 7 93 
Wholesale Trade, Nondurable goods 51 936 592 434 159 344 
Groceries and Related Products 514 437 311 212 99 126 
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TABLE 4 - Number of recordable Occupational Injuries and Wncs11e11 by Type and lndu•try, Maine, 1994 
Cases Cases 
Witb Witb Nonfatal 
Total Days Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays 
Retail Trade 52-59 6,569 3,531 2.732 799 3,038 
Building Materials, Hardware, Garden 
Supply, and Mobile Home Dealers 52 359 187 128 59 172 
Lumber and Building Materials Dealers 521 200 104 73 31 96 
Hardware Stores 525 83 62 34 28 22 
General Merchand1se Stores 53 796 480 414 66 316 
Department Stores 531 675 417 366 52 258 
Food Stores 54 1,643 1.114 673 441 529 
Grocery Stores 541 . - - - - -
Auto Dealers and Gasoline Service Stations 55 1.149 683 619 65 465 
Motor Vehicle DealersCNew and Used) 551 510 202 190 12 308 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 287 233 185 48 54 
Apparel and Accesory Stores 56 95 61 47 14 34 
Home Furn1ture. Furn1sh1ngs and 
57 85 Equipment Stores 142 64 21 57 
Home Furn1ture and Furnishings Stores 571 - - - - -
Eating and Drinking Places 58 1,498 603 518 85 895 
Finance, lnsunmce, and Real Estate 60-69 l,108 254 208 46 854 
Depository InstltuUons 60 463 101 97 4 362 
Commercial Banks 602 367 75 75 0 291 
Insurance Carriers 63 399 58 28 30 341 
Insurance Agents, Brokers, and Service 64 71 16 11 5 55 
Real Estate 65 169 79 72 7 91 
Services 70-89 8.023 4,090 2.810 1,280 3,933 
Hotels, Room1ng Houses, Camps, and 
Other Lo~ Places 70 519 196 149 47 322 
Hotels and ote s 701 469 175 132 43 293 
Personal Services 72 136 96 76 20 40 
Business Services 73 437 237 198 39 199 
Personnel Supply Services 736 4 2 2 0 2 
Automotive Repair, Services, and Parking 75 245 140 115 25 105 
Automotive Repair Shops 753 - - - - -
Motion Picture 78 2 0 0 0 2 
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TABLE 4 - Number of recordable Occupational Injuries and mncsBCS by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
Cases Cases 
With With Nonfatal 
Total Daya Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lotlt 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays 
Amusement and Recreation Serv1ces 79 202 93 42 52 109 
Health Services BO 4,319 2,522 1,566 956 1,796 
Offices and Clinics of Doctors of Medicine 801 163 BB 87 1 75 
Nursing and Personal Care Facillties 805 2,041 1,316 770 545 725 
Hospitals 806 1,607 830 547 283 777 
Home Health Care Sernces 808 372 226 133 93 146 
Educational Serv:lces 82 315 118 88 30 197 
Elementary and Secondary Schools 821 
- - - - -
Social Services 83 919 466 407 59 454 
lnd1V1dual and Famlly Social Services 832 219 82 75 7 137 
Hospitals 836 506 274 236 38 232 
Membership Organ1Zations 86 112 49 42 7 63 
CIVIi, Social, and Fraternal Associations 864 
- -
- - -
Engineering, Accounting, Research, Man-
' agement, and Related Serv1ces 87 261 103 72 31 158 
Engineering, Architectural, Surveying 871 78 34 26 8 44 
Management and Public Relations Serv. 874 29 19 19 0 10 
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TABLE 5 - Number of recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry. Maine, 1994 I 
Cases Cases 
With With Nonfatal I Total Days Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY I SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays I 
PRIVATE SECTOR - ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 30,065 16,525 10,466 6,059 13,540 I Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 01-09 446 247 210 37 199 
Agricultural Production 01-02 215 117 957 22 98 I Agricultural Services 07 - - - - -
Mining 10-14 10 6 6 0 4 
Contract Construction 15-17 l,989 1, 137 1,005 132 852 I 
General Building Contractors 15 445 212 183 29 233 
General Contractors - Residential 152 270 133 115 17 138 I General Contractors - Nonresidential 154 175 79 67 12 95 Heavy Construction Contractors 16 318 166 133 33 152 
Highway and Street Construction 161 207 143 115 29 63 
I Heavy Constr., except Highway & Street 162 112 23 18 4 89 Special Trades Contractors 17 1,225 759 689 70 467 
Plumbln~, Heating, Mr Conditioning 171 182 119 111 8 63 
Electrica Work 173 82 40 38 2 42 I Mtscellaneous Special Trades 179 438 275 259 16 163 Manufacturing 20-39 12.204 6,628 2,821 3,806 5,576 
Food and Kindred Products 20 975 572 352 220 403 I canned, Frozen, Preserved Fruits & Veg. 203 147 75 43 33 72 Frozen Fruits, Fruit Juices, and Veget. 2037 
-
- - - -
Mtscellaneous Food Products 209 328 176 64 112 153 
Textile Mill Products 22 650 268 150 118 383 I Broadwoven Fabric M1lls, Wool 223 275 136 63 73 139 
Apparel Products from Fabrics 23 155 58 36 22 98 
I Lumber and Wood Products 24 1.404 819 444 376 585 LogglnTI 241 166 117 101 16 49 
Sawmi ls and Planing Mills 242 514 353 176 177 161 
Mtscellaneous Wood Products 249 562 289 138 150 273 I Furniture and Fixtures 25 - - - - -
Paper and Allied Products 26 1,834 788 354 434 1,047 
Paper Mills 262 1,652 664 292 372 988 I Printing, Publishin~, and Allied Industries 27 261 131 77 54 130 
Newspapers: Pub ish1ng or Pub. & Print. 271 108 62 45 17 46 
Commercial Printing 275 129 69 32 37 60 I Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products 30 283 182 82 100 101 
Miscellaneous Plastic Products 308 199 117 45 72 83 
I 
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TABLE 5 - Number of recordable Occupational lnj'liries by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
Leather and Leather Products 31 1.168 500 217 283 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 822 327 161 166 
Men's Footwear, except Athletic 3143 496 153 117 36 
Women's Footwear, except Athletic 3144 157 91 24 68 
Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products 32 
- - - -
Fabricated Metal Products, except 
Machinery, Transportation Equtpment 34 448 267 141 126 
Industrial and Commercial Machinery 
and Computer Equlpment 35 416 186 121 64 
Miscellaneous lndustrtal and Commercial 
Machinery and Equipment 359 149 50 21 29 
Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment , 
and Components, exc. Computer Eq. 36 362 190 142 48 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 157 72 55 18 
Transportation Equipment 37 3,498 2,263 493 1.770 
Aircraft and Parts 372 122 46 17 29 
Ship and Boat Bu11d1ng and Repalring 373 3,324 2,171 444 1,727 
Transportation, Communications, Elec-
tric, Gu, and Sanitary Services 40-49 1,378 803 637 166 
Railroad Transportation 40 51 37 34 3 
Local & Suburban Transit & Highway Tran. 41 109 60 54 7 
Motor Freight Transport. and Warehousing 42 663 459 399 60 
Communtcations 48 193 85 40 45 
Telephone Communtcations 481 88 44 0 44 
Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations 483 39 10 9 l 
cable & Other TeleVlslon SerVlces 484 65 30 30 0 
Electric, Gas, and Sanitary SerVlces 49 210 127 80 47 
Electric SerVlces 491 162 108 71 37 
Wholeaale and Retail Trade 50-59 6,997 3,891 3,116 775 
Wboleaale Trade 50-51 1,593 969 712 257 
Wholesale Trade, Durable goods 50 785 449 309 140 
Motor Vehicles & Parts and Supplies 501 , 147 97 74 23 
Professional and Commercial 
Equipment and Supplies 504 88 48 36 13 
Machinery, Equipment and Supplies 508 177 84 77 7 
Wholesale Trade, Nondurable goods 51 808 519 403 116 
Groceries and Related Products 514 382 280 199 81 
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TABLE 5 - Number of recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 s1c2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
Retail Trade 52-59 5,404 2,923 2,404 518 
Building Materials, Hardware, Garden 
Supply, and Mobile Home Dealers 52 350 178 119 59 
Lumber and Building Materials Dealers 521 , 191 96 65 31 
Hardware Stores 525 83 62 34 28 
General Merchand1se Stores 53 755 460 395 66 
Department Stores 531 639 402 350 52 
Food Stores 54 963 677 507 170 
Grocery Stores 541 - - - -
Auto Dealers and Gasoline Service Stations 55 1,069 620 559 61 
Motor Vehicle Dealers(New and Used) 551 451 160 148 12 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 270 216 171 45 
Apparel and Accesory Stores 56 82 61 47 14 
Home Furniture, Furnishings and 
Equipment Stores 57 133 81 60 21 
Home Furniture and Furnishings Stores 571 
-
- - -
Eattng and Drinking Places 58 1.437 566 481 85 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 60-69 556 181 173 8 
Depository Institutions 60 269 79 79 0 
Commercial Banks 602 224 68 68 0 
Insurance Carriers 63 74 19 15 4 
Insurance Agents, Brokers, and Service 64 48 10 8 1 
Real Estate 65 158 73 71 3 
Services 70-89 6,486 3,632 2,498 1,135 
Hotels, Rooming Houses, Camps. and 
Other Lodgtn~ Places 70 500 180 134 46 
Hotels and Mote s 701 453 161 119 42 
Personal Services 72 106 70 51 19 
Business Services 73 351 203 181 22 
Personnel Supply Services 736 4 2 2 0 
Automotive Repair, Services, and Parking 75 223 131 109 21 
Automotive Repair Shops 753 - - - -
Motton Picture 78 2 0 0 0 
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Nonfatal 
Cases 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
2,481 
171 
95 
22 
295 
237 
286 
-
449 
291 
54 
21 
52 
-
872 
375 
190 
156 
55 
39 
85 
2,854 
320 
291 
36 
148 
2 
93 
-
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• Survey of Occupational Inturtes and illnesses. 1994 
TABLE & - Number of recordable Occupational lnjurle. by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
Cases Cues 
With With 
Total Daya Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Case. Work Only 
Amusement and Recreation Servtces 79 194 912 42 50 
Health Servlces 80 3,684 2,266 1,404 862 
Offices and CIJn1cs of Doctors of Medicine 801 136 78 77 1 
Nursing and Personal Care Facilities 805 1,847 1,206 705 501 
Hospitals 806 1,267 718 472 247 
Home Health Care Servlces 808 339 216 128 88 
Educational Servlces 82 268 103 73 30 
Elementaiy and Secondaiy Schools 821 
- - - -
Social Services 83 810 435 381 54 
IndJvtdual and Family Social Servtces 832 153 66 62 4 
Residentlal Care 836 476 270 234 36 
Membership Organizatlons 86 86 35 34 1 
Clvtl, Social, and Fraternal Associations 864 
- - - -
Engineering, Accountlng, Research, Man-
agement, and Related Services 87 163 73 58 15 
Engineering, Architectural, Surveying 871 59 28 21 7 
Management and Public RelaUons Serv. 874 29 19 19 0 
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Nonfatal 
Case. 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
103 
1.418 
58 
641 
548 
122 
165 
-
375 
87 
206 
51 
-
90 
31 
10 
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TABLE 6 - Number of recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry. Maine, 1994 I 
Cases Cases 
With With Nonfatal I Total Days Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
JNDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays I 
PRIVATE SECTOR- ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 6,760 3,159 1,262 l,B97 3,600 I Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 01-09 63 34 31 2 30 
Agricultural Production 01-02 7 6 6 0 l I Agricultural Services 07 - - - - -
Mining 10-14 0 0 0 0 0 
Contract Construction 15-17 56 27 25 2 29 I 
General Building Contractors 15 24 24 23 1 0 
General Contractors - Residential 152 23 23 23 0 0 I General Contractors - Nonresidential 154 1 1 0 1 0 
Heavy Construction Contractors 16 12 0 0 0 12 
Highway and Street Construction 161 0 0 0 0 0 I Heavy Cons tr., except Highway & Street 162 12 0 0 0 12 Special Trades Contractors 17 24 22 22 0 2 
Plumb~, Heating, Air CondiUonlng 171 12 12 12 0 0 
Electri Work 173 5 3 3 0 2 I Miscellaneous Special Trades 179 1 1 1 0 0 
Manufacturing 20-39 3,014 1.767 447 1,320 1,247 
Food and Kindred Products 20 19B 113 37 75 85 I canned. Frozen, Preserved Fruits & Veg. 203 22 18 7 10 4 Frozen Fruits, Fruit Juices, and Veget. 2037 
-
- - - -
Miscellaneous Food Products 209 112 56 10 46 56 
Textile Mill Products 22 177 93 37 56 84 I Broadwoven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 B7 56 18 3B 31 
Apparel Products from Fabrics 23 56 29 B 21 26 I Lumber and Wood Products 24 198 110 21 B9 BB 
Logging 241 16 0 0 0 16 
Sawmills and Planin1T Mills 242 27 18 2 16 9 
Miscellaneous Wood oducts 249 14B 86 15 71 62 I Furniture and Fixtures 25 - - - - -
Paper and Allied Products 26 220 61 28 33 158 I Paper Mills 262 192 45 22 23 148 Printing, Publishin~, and Allied Industries 27 41 30 16 14 11 
Newspapers: Pub lshing or Pub. & Print. 271 29 26 14 12 4 
Commercial Printing 275 12 4 2 2 7 I Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products 30 108 63 35 28 46 
Miscellaneous Plastic Products 30B 77 45 22 22 32 
I 
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Survey of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses. 1994 
TABLE 6 - Number of recordable Occupational Dlneaaes by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 s1c2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
Leather and Leather Products 31 643 345 116 228 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 539 302 114 189 
Men's Footwear, except Athletic 3143 203 93 79 14 
Women's Footwear, except Athletic 3144 150 91 12 79 
Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products 32 - - - -
Fabricated Metal Products, except 
Machinery, Transportation Equipment 34 73 40 12 28 
' 
Industrial and Commercial Machinery 
and Computer Equipment 
· Miscellaneous Industrial and Commerclal 
35 104 39 17 22 
Machinery and Equipment 359 67 24 8 16 
Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment 
and Components, exc. Computer Eq. 36 172 110 36 75 
Electronic Components and Accessortes 367 109 75 25 50 
Transportation Equipment 37 855 633 643 569 
Aircraft and Parts 372 45 18 3 15 
Ship and Boat Bu1ld1ng and Repatrtng 373 781 599 53 546 
Transportation, Communications, Elec-
trlc, Gas, and Sanitary Services 40-49 147 33 22 12 
Ra1lraod Transportation 40 0 0 0 0 
Local & Suburban Transit & Highway Tran. 41 9 2 1 1 
Motor Freight Transport. and Warehousing 42 34 12 12 0 
Communtcauons 48 8 1 0 1 
Telephone CommuntcaUons 481 0 0 0 0 
Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations 483 2 1 0 1 
cable & Other Televtston Services 484 5 0 0 0 
Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 49 85 15 6 9 
Electric Services 491 
' 
81 14 6 8 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 50-59 l,388 750 370 380 
Wholesale Trade 50-51 223 142 43 99 
Wholesale Trade, Durable goods . 50 94 69 12 57 
Motor Vehicles & Parts and Supplies 501 1 0 0 0 
Professional and Commercial 
Equtpment and Supplies 504 7 5 5 0 
Machlnery, Equipment and Supplles 508 1 I 1 0 
Wholesale Trade, Nondurable goods 51 129 73 31 42 
Groceries and Related Products 514 55 30 12 18 
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Nonfatal 
Cases 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
299 
237 
110 
59 
-
33 
65 
43 
62 
34 
223 
27 
181 
113 
0 
6 
22 
7 
0 
1 
5 
69 
67 
638 
81 
26 
I 
2 
0 
55 
24 
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TABLE 6 - Number of recordable Occupational mnesses by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
Retail Trade 52-59 1,165 608 327 281 
Building Materials, Hardware, Garden 
Supply, and Mobile Home Dealers 52 9 8 8 0 
Lumber and Building Matertals Dealers 521 9 8 8 0 
Hardware Stores 525 0 0 0 0 
General Merchandise Stores 53 40 20 20 0 
Department Stores 531 36 15 15 0 
Food Stores 54 680 437 166 271 
Grocery Stores 541 - - - -
Auto Dealers and Gasoline Service Stations 55 80 63 60 4 
Motor Vehicle Dealers(New and Used) 551 59 42 42 0 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 17 17 14 4 
Apparel and Accesory Stores 56 13 0 0 0 
Home Furniture, Furnishings and 
EquJpment Stores 57 9 4 4 0 
Home Furniture and Furnishings Stores 571 
- - - -
Eating and Drtnktng Places 58 61 38 38 0 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 60-69 552 73 35 38 
Depository Instttuttons 60 193 21 18 4 
Commercial Banks 602 142 7 7 0 
Insurance Carriers 63 325 40 14 26 
Insurance Agents, Brokers, and Service 64 22 6 3 4 
Real Estate 65 11 5 1 4 
Services 70-89 1,537 457 312 145 
Hotels, Rooming Houses. Camps. and 
Other Lod~~ Places 70 19 16 15 l 
Hotels and ote s 701 16 14 13 l 
Personal Services 72 30 27 25 l 
Business Services 73 86 34 17 17 
Personnel Supply Services 736 0 0 0 0 
Automotive Repair, Services. and Parking 75 22 10 6 4 
Automotive Repair Shops 753 - - - -
Motton Picture 78 0 0 0 0 
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Nonfatal 
Cases 
Without 
Lost 
Workday• 
557 
1 
1 
0 
21 
21 
243 
-
17 
17 
0 
13 
6 
-
23 
479 
172 
135 
286 
16 
6 
l.080 
2 
2 
3 
52 
0 
12 
-
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TABLE 6 - Number of recordable Occupational Dlocucs by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
cues Cases 
With With 
Total Days Restricted 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 s1c2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Cases Work Only 
Amusement and Recreation Services 79 8 2 0 2 
Health Services 80 634 256 162 94 
Offices and Clinics of Doctors of Medicine 801 27 10 10 0 
Nursing and Personal Care Facilittes 805 194 110 65 44 
Hospitals 806 341 112 76 36 
Home Health Care Services 808 34 10 5 5 
Educattonal Services 82 47 15 15 0 
Elementary and Secondary Schools 821 
- - - -
Social Services 83 109 31 26 5 
Individual and Family Social Services 832 66 16 13 3 
Residential Care 836 30 4 I 2 
Membership Organizattons 86 25 14 8 6 
Civil, Social, and Fraternal Associattons 864 
- - - -
Engineering, Accounttng, Research, Man-
agement, and Related Services 87 98 30 15 16 
Engineering, Architectural, Surveying 871 19 6 5 1 
Management and Public Relations Serv. 874 0 0 0 0 
-73-
Nonfatal 
Cases 
Without 
Lost 
Workday• 
6 
378 
17 
85 
229 
24 
32 
-
78 
50 
26 
11 
-
68 
13 
0 
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TABLE 7 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Dlnesses by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 (per 10,000 full-time workers) 
DJsorders 
Respiratory Disorders due Associated 
INDUSTRY1 SJ~ Dust Diseases Conditions due to Physical with Repeated Skin Diseases of the Lungs to Toxic Agents Poisoning Agents Trauma 
·/RIVATE SECTOR - ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 13.8 0.5 8.7 3.3 4.7 150.3 
• ~fculture, Forestry, and Fishing 01-09 41.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.l 
· Agricultural Production 01-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.9 
~cultural Services 07 .. - - - - - -
~Ing 10-14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
' ntract Construction 15-17 3.0 0.0 7.1 6.6 1.0 11.6 
~ BUlldlng Contracto" 15 o.o 0.0 25.8 25.8 0.0 0.0 
eneral Contractors - Residential 152 - - - - - -
eneral Contractors - Nonresidential 154 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 v~ Construction Contractors 16 0.0 0.0 7.6 0.0 2.5 20.4 
'-' lghway and Street Construction 161 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.fleavy Constr., except Highway & Street 162 0.0 0.0 16.4 0.0 5.5 43.7 
~lal Trades Contractors 17 5.2 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.9 12.9 
J,umbl~, Heating, Air Conditioning 171 15.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.2 
~lectric Work 173 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.3 0.0 30.6 f cellin.,ous Spoctal Trades 179 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 
~··- 20-39 26.4 1.4 20.1 5.2 14.9 262.3 and Kindred Products 20 76.8 l.6 1.6 6.5 8.2 222.2 
ed. Frozen. Preserved Fruits & Veg. 203 17.9 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 101.6 ~n F<uJls, Fmlt Jukes, and Voget. 2037 - - - - - -
ellaneous Food Products 209 243.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 529.7 
· Mill Products 22 5.4 0.0 5.4 0.0 1.8 272.6 l~oadwoven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 322.5 
pparel Products from Fabrics 23 17.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 217.6 
Other 
11.3 
12.2 
34.9 
-
0.0 
0.5 
2.3 
-
7.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9.8 
8.2 
6.0 
-
14.3 
32.3 
33.5 
4.4 
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TABLE 7 - Iacfdeace Rates of Recordable Occupational Wneues by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 (per 10,000 full-time workers) 
Disorders 
Respiratory Disorders Associated 
INDUSTRY1 s1a 
Dust Diseases Conditions due due to Physical with Repeated 
Skin Diseases of the Lungs to Toxic Agents Poisoning Agents Trauma 
/ ~'and Wood Products . 24 7.8 2.9 17.5 0.0 3.9 146.8 
~lnfi 241 0.0 0.0 76.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 wm Is and Planln Mills 242 0.0 0.0 6.8 0.0 0.0 67.6 
: ellaneous Wood 1>:oducts 249 21.8 5.4 0.0 0.0 10.9 340.1 y / 
:zn1ture and Fixtures 25 - - - - - -
~er and Allied Products 26 7.2 0.6 0.6 3.6 1.2 107.9 
" aper Mills 262 7.6 0.7 0.7 4.1 1.4 105.9 
v~ting, PubUshlng, and Allied Industries 27 14.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 61.1 
~merclal Printing 275 34.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~' and Mtsoellaneous Pia.Uc Products 30 43.1 0.0 6.2 3.1 0.0 261.8 
scellaneous Plastic Products 308 31.8 0.0 3.5 3.5 0.0 218.9 
' ~ and Leath"' P.-oducts 31 42.6 1.0 16.6 0.0 9.3 589.9 
·wear, except Rubber 314 12.8 0.0 20.4 0.0 5.1 642.2 
· n's Footwear, except Athletic 3143 0.0 0.0 42.7 0.0 10.7 469.5 
, omen's Footwear, except Athletic 3144 12.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 632.5 
If' / 
v$v>ne, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products 32 -
- - -
- -
_,.,fabricated Metal Products, except 
,, Machinery, Transportation Equipment 34 13.0 0.0 22.8 0.0 0.0 169.0 
/ 
vfudustrlal and Commercial Machinery 
/ and Computer Equipment 35 15.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 20.0 225.2 
._,.~scellaneous Industrial and Commercial I 
/Machinery and Equipment 359 30.5 0.0 5.1 0.0 0.0 305.0 
_,,{iecJronlc and Other Electrical Equipment 
36 17.3 0.0 ~ a:µd Components, exc. Computer Eq. 12.9 1.4 0.0 215.8 
i::: ~trontc Components and Accessories 367 - - - - - -
Other 
16.5 
0.0 
20.3 
29.9 
-
10. l 
11. 7 
10.5 
0.0 
12.3 
7.1 
8.3 
7.7 
16.0 
0.0 
-
32.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-
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TABLE 7 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational mnesses by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 (per 10,000 full-time workers) 
Disorders 
Respiratory Disorders Associated 
INDUSTRY1 s1e 
Dust Diseases Conditions du«: due to Physical with Repeated 
Skin Diseases of the Lungs to Toxic Agents Poisoning Agents Trauma 
~rtaUon ,,qUlpment 37 67.5 6.0 119.9 34.3 101.8 535.2 
craft and Parts 372 73.0 0.0 7.3 0.0 0.0 248.4 
Ip and Boat Blllldlng and Repalrlng 373 68.2 7.6 148.9 42.9 126.2 595.8 ~nsportation, Communications, Elec-
tric, Oas, and Sanitary Services 40-49 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 4.9 55.1 
' ' . ' ~lroad Transportation 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-~al & Suburban Transit & Highway Tran. 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 
Lor Freight Transport. and Warehousing 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.3 
Co~catlons 48 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 13.5 
one Communications 481 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ & Televlston Brnadca•t. Statton• 483 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.6 7.6 
Other Television Services 484 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 99.1 
, Gas, and Sanitary Services 49 0.0 0.0 5.4 0.0 24.2 193.6 
ectrlc Services " · 491 0.0 0.0 . 6.2 0.0 28.0 211.7 
zlesale and Retail Trade 50-59 5.4 0.0 2.3 5.3 0.0 119.4 
zesale Trade 50-51 4.1 0.0 0.0 1.8 0.0 90.l 
~ale Trade, Durable goods 50 3.7 0.0 0.0 3.7 0.0 74.0 
or Vehicles & Parts and Supplies 501 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.2.lonal and Commerclal Ulpmen,t and Supplies 504 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.7 0.0 26.9 
htnery, Equipment and Supplles 508 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 
~ e Trade, Nondurable ftoods 51 4.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 105.8 
cerles and Related Pro ucts 514 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 107.1 
Other 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9.7 
0.0 
54.1 
14.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.4 
6.2 
4.1 
5.9 
4.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
7.2 
0.0 
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TABLE 7 - Incidence Rates of Record.able Occupational mnenes by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
I 
...;a 
...;a 
I 
INDUSTRY1 
Lil Trade /4 Maledals, H..-dw=. Ganlen ~ty, and Mobile Home Deal&• 
r and Building Materials Dealers 
are Stores 
· :z: Merehandtse Stores 
Department Stores 
. l· ood Stores 
/-v i u_9focery Stores 
\.. 
I V~m and GasoUne SeMce SlaUons 
' ·- otor Vehicle Dealers(New and Used) 
, asollne Service StaUons ,, f cl and Accesocy Stores 
. · ome. Furniture, Furnishings and 
zulpmenl SI°"' 
1):(0 'e Furniture and Furnishings Stores 
a g and Drinking Places 
-V' 
ze. Insurance, and Real Estate 
151tory lnstttutlons 
' ommerclal Banks 
ur¢ce carriers 
~ce Agmts. lxoktts, and sennces 
. al Estate 
s1a Skin Diseases 
52-59 5.7 
52 0.0 
521 0.0 
525 0.0 
53 5.9 
531 7.9 
54 9.7 
541 
-
55 0.0 
551 0.0 
554 0.0 
56 0.0 
57 o.o 
571 -
58 11.0 
60-69 0.5 
60 o.o 
602 0.0 
63 o.o 
64 0.0 
65 3.5 
INCIDENCE RATES3 (per 10,000 full-time workers) 
Disorders 
Respiratory Disorders Associated 
Dust Diseases Conditions due due to Physical with Repeated 
of the Lungs to Toxtc Agents Poisoning Agents Trauma 
0.0 2.9 6.2 0.0 127.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.2 
0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 25.l 
0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 48.7 
0.0 5.5 0.0 0.0 452.3 
- -
- - -
0.0 12.2 43.5 0.0 10.4 
0.0 0.0 98.7 0.0 7.9 
0.0 40.4 0.0 0.0 11.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.9 
o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.7 
- -
- - -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 246.3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 221.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 285.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 9.4 582.9 
o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 61.3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.7 
Other 
3.6 
8.8 
16.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4.2 
-
5.2 
11.8 
0.0 
0.0 
7.9 
-
0.0 
6.0 
1.2 
2.0 
20.7 
2.9 
0.0 
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TABLE 7 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Dlncases by Type and Industry, Maine, 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 (per 10,000 full-time workers) 
Disorders 
Respiratory Disorders Associated 
INDUSTRY1 SIC 
Dust Diseases Conditions due due to Physical with Repeated 
Sktn Diseases of the Lungs to Toxic Agents Poisoning Agents Trauma 
4rvices 70-89 18.5 0.7 8.9 0.4 1.6 108.4 
J~. Roomtng Houses, Camps, and 
Other Lodging Places 70 3.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 18.2 
LHotels and Motels 701 3.8 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.0 22.8 
zonal Services 72 3.4 0.0 6.9 0.0 0:0 89.2 ~~~tt• 73 1.2 0.0 3.6 0.0 0.0 86.4 sonnet Supply Services 736 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
:::;:;;t""' R•patr. ~ces. and Pad<1ng 75 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.4 0.0 45.6 tomotlve Repair Shops 753 
- - - - - -
ZPlcture 78 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
%ment and Recreation Services 79 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 25.3 
~ervlces 80 35.9 1.9 19.0 0.0 3.7 70.l 
· arid Cllnlc5 of Doctors of Medicine 801 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 58.2 ~Ing and Personal Care Facllltles 805 33.3 0.0 12.1 0.0 0.0 69.6 
· Hals 806 46.1 3.7 31.8 0.0 8.1 89.8 
. me Health Care Services 808 36.5 5.2 41.7 0.0 5.2 73.0 
~Hon&.._~ 82 1.9 0.0 22.8 0.0 0.0 62.7 tary and Secondary Schools 821 
- - - - - -
ervlces 83 27.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 72.7 
tllvtdual and Family Social Services 832 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 198.7 
esldentlal Care 836 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.8 * iliganJzaUons 86 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 81.1 · Ml clal, d Fraternal Associations 864 
- - - - - -
E g. Accountl~, Research, Man-
..a ~~nt, and Relate Services 87 7.4 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 46.9 
1 eerlng, Ar<:fitectural, Surveying 871 17.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.8 
-11 lanagement an Public Relations Serv. 874 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Other 
24.4 
3.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9.6 
0.0 
5.4 
-
0.0 
0.0 
39.l 
0.0 
80.7 
33.0 
10.4 
3.8 
-
5.8 
6.3 
0.0 
25.6 
-
65.5 
7.0 
0.0 
- - - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - -· 
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I 
I 
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TABLE 8 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational lnjurie• and Illne .. cs by Indu•try, Maine State Govt., 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Ca•cs Ca•cs 
With With Nonfatal 
Total Day• Restricted Ca•es 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 s1c2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Ca•es Cases Work Only Workdays 
, 
v 
PUBLIC SECTOR - STATE GOVE7"' 01-89 5.6 3.0 2.5 0.5 2.7 
Agriculture, Forestry &: Fl•hing 7 01-09 12.0 9.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 ContractCon•tructioo lr-17 9.3 6.5 4.1 2.5 2.8 
Tra1111portatioo, Commuolcatio1111, Ele~ 
tric, Ga•, and Sanitary 7 . 40-49 7.8 5.4 5.4 0.0 2.4 
Retail Trade / 52-59 2.8 2.8 2.8 0.0 0.0 
Fluaacc,lownmcclt~ 60-69 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Services / 70-89 6.2 3.1 2.7 0.4 3.2 
Public Aclmfni•tratioo 91-99 4.4 2.3 1.9 0.3 2.1 
Executive, Legislative, & General ~ 
Government, Except Ftnance / 91 3.8 2.4 2.1 0.3 1.4 
Justice, Public Order & Safety · V92 4.3 2.6 2.4 0.2 1.8 
Puhllc Flnance, Tax & Monetary Po~ 93 3.7 2.3 2.3 0.0 1.4 
Adm1ntstratlon of Human 
Resource Programs / 94 4.7 1.5 1.4 0.1 3.2 
Adm1ntstrat1on of Environmental 
Quality & Housing Programs ~5 4.1 1.4 1.4 0.0 2.7 
Adm1ntstrat1on of Economic Programs i/ 96 4.8 2.9 2.1 0.8 1.9 
A,, .. ,i1,,J,J w.H Le("/ Tr,,)fw:·' R«/,,, l~u~, t lie/I (rc;y r.z, 
·1( T01l1IP r ,·v, uf:/1CLE, 
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TABLE 9 - Incidence Ratea of Recordable Occupational lnjuriea by Industry. Maine State Govt., 1994 
INDUSTRY1 
PIJllLlC llBCTOR - STATE GOVE~ V.:l-89 
Agriculture, Foreatry & Fishing /, 01-09 
Contract Construction VlS-17 ,, 
Transportation, Communications, EY.le 
tric, o-. and Sanitary Servicea 
Retail Trade · / 
Finance, lnBUJ'aDCC & Real Eetate ~/ 
Services / / 
40-49 
52-59 
60-69 
70-89 
4.6 
12.0 
8.5 
6.2 
2.8 
0.0 
5.0 
Public Administration 1/91-99 I/ 3.5 
Executive, Legislative, & General / J 
Government, Except Finance V 1 91 V 2.9 
Justice. Public Order & Safety / 1 92 JV 4.0 
Public Finance, Tax & Monetary Polley / 93 J 1~ 0.9 
Adm1n1stration of Human / / 
Resource Programs 94 1.9 
AdmttUstratlon of Envtronmental j / 1' 
Quality & Housing Programs j 95 ~ 4.0 
Adm1n1stratlon of Economic Programs 96 J 4.4 
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INCIDENCE RATES3 
Total 
Lost 
Workday 
Cues 
2.5 
9.0 
5.7 
4.9 
2.8 
0.0 
2.5 
1.9 
2.0 
2.3 
0.2 
1.0 
1.3 
2.7 
Cases 
With 
Days 
Away 
From 
Work 
2.1 
6.0 
4.1 
'4.9 
2.8 
0.0 
2.2 
1.6 
1.7 
2.1 
0.2 
1.0 
1.3 
2.0 
Cases 
With 
Restricted 
Workday 
Activity 
Only 
0.4 
3.0 
1.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.2 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.7 
Nonfatal 
Cases 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
2.1 
3.0 
2.8 
1.2 
0.0 
0.0 
2.5 
1.6 
1.0 
1.8 
0.7 
0.9 
2.7 
1.6 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 10 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Dlne•es by lnduatry, Maine State Govt., 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases 
With With Nonfatal 
Total Days Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 SIC2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays 
PUBLIC SECTOR - STATE GOVERNMENT Vo1-89 1.1 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.6 
Agriculture, Forestry &: Fishing / 01-09 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 Contract Construction 1/15-17 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.0 
Transportation, Communications, Ele~ 
l/40-49 1.6 0.4 0.0 1.2 tric, Gas, and Sanitary Services J 0.4 
Retail Trade vs2-5,9 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Finance, Insurance &: Real Estate ~ 60-69 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 Services 70-89 1.3 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.7 
Public Administration ./ 91-99 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.6 
/' 
Executive, Legtslatlve, & General ~ Government, Except Finance 91 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.4 Justice, Public Order & Safety /92 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 
Public Finance, Tax & Monetary Polley t/ 93 2.7 2.1 2.1 0.0 0.7 
/' 
Administration of Human ~ Resource Programs J4 2.8 0.5 0.4 0.1 2.3 
Administration of Environmental J Quality & Housing Programs ~ 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 Administration of Economic Programs v 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 
I L "- i j.{ JI(. ( -~ /:) /jou> ' r i . (. IC-' I i i.--. , ... .. " 
' 
·C I -~ ' . ( .. 
'
"'1 ' \ ~· i' ~ ,.; , ' I t l '~/ i i I 1 ~- ., I v I I 
.·' ) 
'r 
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! 
/' 
TABLE 11 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational lajuries and mnesses by Industry, Maine Local Govt •• 1994 
INCIDENCE RATES3 
Cases Cases 
With With Nonfatal 
Total Day• Restricted Cases 
Total4 
Lost Away Workday Without 
INDUSTRY1 s1c2 
Workday From Activity Lost 
Cases Cases Work Only Workdays 
' / 
PUBLIC SECTOR - LOCAL GOVE7NTP 01-89 8.2 4.4 3.8. 0.6 3.7 
Agriculture. Forestry & Fishing 7 01-09 29.3 17.3 15.7 1.5 12.1 
Contract Con•tructlon 15-17 20.2 14.8 13.0 1.8 5.4 
/ 
............ uou, Comnnullcatlo .. , 7 
tric, Gas. and Sanitary Services 40-49 16.2 9.9 8.1 1.8 6.3 
Finance, ln81111Ulce & Real Esta/ 60-69 6.4 3.7 2.7 1.1 2.7 
Seniccs / 70-89 5.3 2.5 2.1 0.4 2.8 
Public Administration / 91-99 10.8 5.6 5.0 0.6 5.2 
Executive, Legtslattve, & General v/ 
Government, Except Finance / 91 3.8 1.4 1.1 0.3 2.4 
Justice, Public Order & Safety v / 92 14.1 7.7 7.0 0.7 6.5 
Admintstratlon of Human 1./ Resource Programs 94 6.7 2.1 2.1 0.0 4.7 
' ' Admintstratlon of EnV1ronmental / / 
Quality & Housing Programs v ,95 7.1 4.3 2.8 1.4 2.8 
Admintstratlon of Economic Programs \/ 96 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 12 - Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational lqjuries by lnduatry, Maine Local Govt., 1994 
INDUSTRY1 
PUBLIC SECTOR - LOCAL GOVERNMENT i lol-89 
Agriculture, Forestry &: Fishing ~ 01-09 
Contract Construction t./ [;} 5- 1 7 
Transportation, Communications, Elec- / l/' 
tric, Gas, and Sanitary Services / 40-49 
Finance, Ineurance &: Real Estate V /V 60-69 
Service•(//"' 70-89 
Public Administration 91-99 
Executive, Legislative, & General 
Government, Except Finance 
Justice, Public Order & Safety 
Admmtstratlon of Human 
Resource Programs 
~-·· v2 
t/~ 
Admmtstratlon of Envtronmental , )'' / 
Quality & Housing Programs v V95 
Admlllistratlon of Economic Programs ~ 96 
Total4 
Cases 
7.4 
17.0 
19.6 
15.0 
4.8 
4.8 
9.6 
2.9 
12.7 
6.7 
6.4 
0.0 
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INCIDENCE RATES3 
Total. 
Lost 
Workday 
Cases 
4.1 
15.5 
14.7 
9.6 
2.1 
2.3 
5.0 
1.0 
6.9 
2.1 
3.5 
0.0 
Cases 
With 
Days 
Away 
From 
Work 
3.6 
14.0 
12.9 
8.1 
1.1 
1.9 
4.5 
0.7 
6.3 
2.1 
2.1 
0.0 
Casca 
With 
Restricted 
Workday 
Activity 
Only 
0.5 
1.5 
1.8 
1.5 
1.1 
0.3 
0.5 
0.3 
0.6 
0.0 
1.4 
0.0 
Nonfatal 
Casca 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
3.3 
1.5 
4.9 
5.4 
2.7 
2.5 
4.6 
1.9 
5.8 
4.7 
2.8 
0.0 
~1 / /,> . {)Rf(~, r-
,· ( ~) . ! , / lJ I \ . / . ( __ . 
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TABLE 13 - Incidence Ratea of Recordable Occupational Dlneucs by lndu•try, Maine Local Govt., 1994 
[/ 
PUBLIC SECTOR - LOCAL GOVE~• 01-89 
.Agriculture, Forestry &: Fishing Ji'~/ 01-09 
Contract Con•truction J ;15-17 
Tranllportation, CommunicatioDB, Elec-.. / 
trlc, Ga•. and Sanitary Service• /I 40-49 
Finance, lnBUraDce & Real E•ta7e 60-69 
Services . / 70-89 
PubUc·AdminiBtration · l/gl-99 
Executive, Legtslatlve, & General j 1" 
Government, Except Finance vJ, 91 
Justice, Public Order & Safety l 92 
Adm1n1stration of Human v
94 Resource Programs / 
Adm1n1stration of Environmental l! 
Quality & Housing Programs 95 
Adm1n1stration of Economic Programs J 96 
0.8 
12. .~ 
~ 
0.6 
1.2 
1.6 
0.5 
1.2 
0.9 
1.4 
0.0 
0.7 
0.0 
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INCIDENCE RATES3 
Total 
Lost 
Workday 
Ca•cs 
0,1 
0.3 
1.6 
0.2 
0.6 
0.4 
O.B 
o.o 
0.7 
0.0 
Ca&C8 
With 
Days 
Away 
From 
Work 
0.1 
o.o 
1.6 
0.2 
0.6 
0.4 
0.7 
o.o 
0.7 
0.0 
Ca•cs 
With 
Restricted 
Workday 
Activity 
Only 
0.1 
,1..& 0. 0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
o.o 
o.o 
Nonfatal 
Ca•cs 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
0.4 r 
[~'to 
~ 
0.5 
0.9 
0.0 
0.3 
0.6 
0.4 
0.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE Nr'- Number of Recordable Occupational lltjuriea and Wncuca by lnduatry, Maine State Govt., 1994 
INDUSTRY1 
PUBLIC SECTOR - STATE GOVERNMENT 
Agriculture, Forestry &: Jl'iabing 
Contract Conatruction 
Transportation, Communication•, Elec-
tric, Gaa, and Sanitary Service• 
Retail Trade 
FiDllDce, lnllUl"llllcc & Real Eatate 
Services 
Public Adminiatratlon 
Executive, Legislattve, & General 
Government, Except Finance 
Justtce, Public Order & Safety 
Public Finance, Tax & Monetary Policy 
Admintstratton of Human 
Resource Programs 
Adminlstratton of Envtromnental 
Quality & Housing Programs 
Adminlstratton of Economic Programs 
I I 
-i he 
r r) 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
Lcco 
91 
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Total 
Lost 
Workday 
Caaca 
582 
3 
75 
13 
3 
0 
301 
187 
22 
61 
10 
22 
17 
55 
/D 
{' ! /\ 
Caaca 
With 
Daya 
Away 
From 
Work 
486 
2 
47 
13 
3 
0 
261 
161 
19 
56 
10 
20 
17 
39 
Caaca 
With 
Rcatricted 
Workday 
Activity 
Only 
96 
28 
0 
0 
0 
41 
26 
3 
5 
0 
2 
0 
16 
I,-- r-/ / l 
Nonfatal 
Cues 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
522 
1 
32 
6 
0 
0 
307 
176 
13 
42 
6 
46 
33 
36 
_(' l 2- I II {) .. ··. ,z> ;f I \ ' 
' ' 
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TABLE 15 - Number of Recordable Occupational lltjurle• by lnduatry, Maine State Govt., 1994 
Caeca Caeca 
With With 
Total ·Daya Reatrlcted 
Total4 
Loat Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 SJC2 
Workday From Activity 
Caeca Caaea Work Only 
PUBLIC SECTOR - STATE GOVERNMENT 01-89 l ~92 485 414 72 
Agriculture, Foreatry & Fiahing 01-09( v~ 3 2 1 Contract Conatruction 15-17 I 66 47 19 
Traoaportation, Communicatiooa, Elec-
trlc, Gae, and Sanitary Service• 40-49~ v 15 12 12 0 
Retail Trade 52-59'-~.: 3 3 0 Finance, lnaurance & Real Estate 60-69"' 0 0 0 
Servicea 70-89 ( v~86 246 217 29 
Public Admioiatration 91-9~h 286 156 133 23 
Executive, Legtslattve, & General ll 
Govenunent, Except Finance 91 ./ ' 27 18 15 3 / 
Justice, Public Order & Safety 92 J 95 53 48 5 
Public Finance, Tax & Monetary Polley 93 J 4 1 1 0 
Adm1n1stratton of Human 94~ Resource Programs 28 15 14 I 
Adm1n1stratton of Envtronmental 
Quality & Housing Programs 95 j 49 16 16 0 
Adm1n1stratton of Economic Programs 96 83 52 38 14 
A'f'1PYl~f,J -\'1 1 H J(~ vL bee, /ti 11,,ljllb..f'( r fi r r;vJ,. /,.:' i '-- . , , d::_ ~ / 21, OP fC LF Tcih le l't { poycit j,1 ~,.1/ () 1_ 
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Nonfatal 
ea.ea 
Without 
Loat 
Workdaya 
406 
1 
32 
12 
0 
0 
240 
130 
9 
42 
3 
13 
33 
31 
.. ~ 
L"., c 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 16 - Number of Recordable Occupational Wnesses by Industry, Maine State Govt., 1994 
INDUSTRY1 
I 
PUBLIC SECTOR- STATE GOVERNMENT v '01-89 
.Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing j v 01-09 
Contract Construction j · 15-f7 
I/ 
Transportation, Communications, Elec- ; 
tric, Gas, and Sanitary Services V 40-49 
Retail Trade 52-59 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate J /~-69 
Services 
Public Administration 
Executive, Leglslatlve, & General 
Government, Except Finance 
Justice, Public Order & Safety 
Public Finance, Tax & Monetary Policy 
Administration of Human 
Resource Programs 
Administration of Environmental 
Quallty & Housing Programs 
Administration of Economic Programs 
r·-·-
i 
i 
\'-"" i 
70-89 
91-99 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
/ 
212 
0 
9 
4 
0 
0 
122 
77 
8 
7 
12 
41 
1 
8 
P (1,'/} v -,re...,._.... t./ 
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Total 
Lost 
Workday 
Cases 
97 
0 
9 
1 
0 
0 
55 
31 
4 
7 
9 
7 
I 
3 
Cases 
With 
Days 
Away 
From 
Work 
72 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
43 
28 
4 
7 
9 
6 
I 
1 
Cases 
With 
Restricted 
Workday 
Activity 
Only 
24 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
12 
3 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
Nonfatal 
Cases 
Without 
Lost 
Workdays 
115 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
67 
46 
4 
0 
3 
34 
0 
5 
~a 
• 
I , 
I 
I l Vi Jr I i ( 
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TABLE 17 - Number of Recordable Occupational Iltjurle• and mneucs by Indu•try, Maine Local Govt., 1994 
PUBLIC SECTOR - LOCAL GOVERNME~ '~-89 
Agriculture, Fore.try &: Fishing / J 01-~ 
Contract Coo•truction / ~5-17 
Tran•portatlon, Communicatio09, Elec-/ 
tric, Gas, and Sanitary Service. V 40-49 
Retail Trade / 52-59 
Finance, Insurance&: Real Estate / 60-69 
3,040 
19 
459 
358 
0 
Total 
LOllt 
Workday 
Cases 
1,645 
11 
337 
218 
0 
14 8 
1,275 J v .r!f+s--Services ./' ~ 70-89 
Public Administration 91-99 11 915 475 
Executive, Leglslattve, & General 
Government, Except Finance 
Justice, Public Order & Safety 
Admln1stration of Human 
Resource Programs 
Admlnistration of Environmental 
Quality & Housing Programs 
Admlnistratton of Economic Programs 
91 0 92J 
.... / 
95 v I 
95J 
93 33 
792 429 
20 6 
IO 6 
0 0 
-88-
Ca•e. 
With 
Day. 
Away 
From 
Work 
1,426 
10 
296 
179 
0 
6 50~ 
426' 
426 
27 
389 
6 
4 
0 
Ca•e. 
With 
Restricted 
Workday 
Activity 
Only 
219 
1 
41 
40 
0 
2 
p-<o~ 
49 
7 
40 
0 
2 
0 
Nonfatal 
Ca•e. 
Without 
LOllt 
Workday. 
1,395 
8 
122 
139 
0 
440 
60 
363 
14 
4 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 18 - Number of Recordable Occupational lltjuries by Industry, Maine Local Govt., 1994 
INDUSTRY1 
/ !/ 
PUBLIC SECTOR - LOCAL GOVER.MME~ 01-89 
Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing / / O 1-09 
Contract Construction J lJ'5- l 7 
Transportation, Communications, Elcc-/ 
tric, Gas, and Sanitary Services V 
1 
40-49 
Retail Trade ! 52-59 
:::: Insurance & Real Estate ;; ~:~:: 
Total4 
Cases 
2,759 
11 
446 
Public Administration / 91-99 V 
ExecuUve, Leglslattve, & General . /
1
. /I'.. I 
331 
0 
11 
1.147 
813 
Government, Except Finance V / 91, \>2\ 
Justice, Public Order & Safety 
Adm1nlstratlon of Human 
Resource Programs 
Admlnlstrauon of Environmental 
Quality & Housing Programs 
Admlnlstratlon of Economic Programs 
92 
J 94 
J 95 
J 96 
72 
713 
20 
9 
0 
-89-
Total 
Lost 
Workday 
Cases 
l,526 
10 
335 
211 
0 
5 
542 
423 
24 
387 
6 
5 
0 
Cases 
With 
Daya 
Away 
From 
Work 
1,328 
9 
294 
178 
0 
2 
466 
378 
18 
351 
6 
3 
0 
Cases 
With 
Restricted 
Workday 
Activity 
Only 
198 
1 
41 
34 
0 
2 
45 
7 
36 
0 
2 
0 
Nonfatal 
Cases 
Without 
Loat 
Workdays 
1,233 
1 
111 
120 
0 
6 
605 
390 
47 
326 
14 
4 
0 
. ---, 
' _,,,, I _) (/17 
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TABLE 19 - Number of Recordable Occupational mncsses by Industry, Maine Local Govt., 1994 
Cases Cases 
With With 
Total Daya Reatrictcd 
Total4 
Loat Away Workday 
INDUSTRY1 s1c2 
Workday From Activity 
Cases Caacs Work Only 
PUBLIC SECTOR - LOCAL GOVERNMENT 01-89 281 119 98 21 
Agriculture, Forestry &: Fishing 01-09 8 l 1 0 
Contract Construction 15-17 13 2 2 0 
Transportation, Communications', Elec-
tric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 40-49 27 7 I 6 
Retail Trade 52-59 0 0 0 0 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 60-69 4 4, 4 0 
Services 70-89 128 54 42 11 
Public Administration 91-99 101 52 48 4 
Executive, Legtslattve, & General 
Government, Except Finance 91 21 9 9 0 
Justice, Public Order & Safety 92 79 42 38 4 
Administration of Human 
Resource Programs 94 0 0 0 0 
Administration of Environmental 
Quality & Housing Programs 95 1 1 1 0 
Administration of Economic Programs 96 0 0 0 0 
, 
-90-
Nonfatal 
Caaes 
Without 
Lost 
Workday• 
162 
7 
11 
20 
0 
0 
75 
50 
12 
37 
0 
0 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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FOOTNOTES FOR TABLES 1-19: 
I. Industry division and group totals include data for industries not shown 
separately due to nondisclosable industries. 
2. Standard Industrial Classification Manual. 1987 Edition. 
3. The incidence rates represent the number of illnesses or lost workdays 
per 100 full-time employees and were calculated using the following formula: 
. Rate = (N x 200,000) I EH 
where N =number of injuries, illnesses, or total cases. 200,000 =base hours 
for 100 full-time equivalent workers. working 40 hours per week and 50 weeks 
per year. EH= number of exposure hours. total hours worked by all employees 
during the survey year. 
4. Incidence rates of total cases and numbers of total cases include fatali-
ties in addition to lost workday cases and nonfatal cases without lost work-
days. However, because of rounding, the sum of the rates (and the sum of the 
numbers) for lost workday cases and nonfatal cases without lost workdays may 
not equal the total. Similarly, the difference between the total and the sum of 
the components shown may not reflect the fatality rate. 
Note: DASHES (-) indicate nondisclosable data. 
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Survey of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses. 1994 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Supplementary Record of 
Occupational Injuries and Illnesses 
APPENDIXB 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Thi1 form is r11quirad by Public Law 91-59611nd must be kept 1n the ntablishmlnt for 5 vears. Case or File No. 
F1ilure to m1intain can rault in the i11u1nce of cit1t1on1 end assessment of penalties. 
Form Approv~d 
! 0 M B No 122Q.C029 
Employer 
--,-. ""N-,-m-e---------------------------------------ISee OMB Disclosure 
Statement on reverse. 
2. Mail adel ress {No. and street. city or town. Srare. and zip code) 
3. Location, 1f different from mail address 
Injured or Ill EmployH 
4. Name (F ir&t, middle, and last) 1Soc1a1 Secur111· No. 
I I I I 
Home address (No. and street, city or town, State. and zip code) 
6. Age ,7. Sex: {Check one) 
Male 0 Female D 
Occupation (Enrer regular jotJ tirle, not the 51)ec1'ic activir1 he was f)erformmg ar rime of in1ury.) 
9. Department IEnttr r,ame of department or division in which the iniured ptlt'$On is regularly empJoyed, even rhough he may tiave been temporarily 
working 1r. another departmerit at the time of inJUry,J 
The Accident or Exposure to Occupational Illness 
If accidel"'t or exoosure occ•Jrred 0" emo1over's orem1ses, give address of plant or estaolishment 1n which 1t occurred. Do nor indicate depar!rient 0r 
di..,ision within the plant or estahlishme.,L If accident occurred outside emolayer's premises at an 1dent. fiable address. ~1ve that address I 1 1t cc::1...weo on 
a public highway or at any other place whic:h cannot be identified by number and street. pli=ase provide Place references locating the ~iace :i 1 1n1ur'1 a~ 
accurately as po!:Sible. 
10 Place of accident or exPl'.lsure (No. and strnt. city or town. Srare, ancl zip code) 
11 Was place of accident or exoc:;ure on employer's premises? 
Yes D NaD 
12 Wnat was the emp!oyee doing when in1ured? (Be Jf)ecific. If he was using tooJs or •quipment or handling material. name them and t.~lf what he was 
doing with them.) 
13 How did the accident occur? (Describe fully thtJ enmrs which resuJ~cl in the iniury or occupational i/Jneu. Tell what happened and how 1r happened. 
Name any objects or .substanc.s involv•d and ttll how they were involved. Gire full derails on all factors which led or contributtd to the accident 
Use separate sheer for add1t1onal space.} 
Occupational Injury or Occup1t1on1I Illness 
14. Describe the injury or illness 1n detail and indicate the part of body affected. IE.g., amputation of righr inde,x finger at second Joinr,; fracrure of ribs; 
lead poisoning; dermatitis of left hand, etc.) 
15. Name the ob1~t or subs;.ance which dir~tly in1ured tlie employee. (For example, rhe machine or rhing he struck against or which struck him; the 
vapor or poison he inha/l!d or swallowed; the chemical or radiation which irriatat.ed hi11kin; or in cases of strains, hernias, ere.. the thing he wa.s 
lifting. pulling. ere.} 
17. Did employee die? (Check one) Yes D No D 
~~~-~~---~~-~~~---~~~~------~---'---~------~----'-""'-~-· 
16 Date of iniury or in"tiai diagnosis of occupational il!ness 
Other 
18 Name and address of physictan 
19. lf hospitalized, name and addres$ of hospital 
Date of report Prepared by Otficial position 
OSHANo.101 !Feb.19611 
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APPENDIX C 
Survey of Occupational Injuries 
and Illnesses, 1994 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Please correct Your Company Address 
I N I We estimate that it will take you. on average. I hour lo complete the forms in this survey (ranging from 30 minutes to 4 hours per package). 
I including the lime you11 spend reviewing the instructions; searching and gathering the data needed; and compleling and reviewing the col1ection 
'1 of infonnation. If you have any comments regarding these estimates or any other aspect of this survey. send them to: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Division of Management Systems (1220-0045). Washington, DC 20212 and to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction 
Project (1220-0045), ~ashington. DC 20503. DO NOT SEND THE COMPLETED FORM TO EITI!ER OF THESE OFFICES. 
The infonnation collcc1cd in lh1s survey will be held confidential and used for stnistical purposes only. 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
Part 1: Summary of 1994 Occupational Injuries and Illnesses 
All establishments must complete this part of the survey, even if there were no occupational injuries and 
illnesses during 1994. This form tells us about the number of employees in your establishment and the 
number of hours they worked. It also gives us a summary of any occupational injuries and illnesses 
that did occur during 1994. 
To answer the questions on this form, you' II need 
information about employment and hours worked from your payroll, and 
your completed copy of the 1994 Log and Summary of Occupational Injuries and ll/nesses (OSHA No. 200). 
Tell us about your establishment's employees and 
the hours they worked 
Be sure the information you supply refers only to the establishment(s) noted on the cover under Reporting Site. 
l. What is the a'·erage number of employees who worked for your establishment during 1994? 
If this number isn't available, you can estimate 
it this way: 
Add together the number of 
employees your establishment 
paid in every pay period during 
1994. Include all employees: 
full-time. part-time. temporary, 
seasonal, salaried, and hourly. 
Divide that answer by the number 
of pay periods your establishment 
had in 1994. Be sure to include 
any pay periods when you had 
no employees. 
Round the answer to the next 
highest whole number. Write 
the rounded number in the blank 
marked Employment average. 
Example 
Acme Construction pays its employees 26 times each 
year. During 1994. 
m this pay period 
l .. 
2 .. 
3 
4. 
5 
i 
24. 
25 
26. 
Acme paid this manv emplovees 
10 
0 
15 
... 30 
.......... 40 
i 
20 
15 
10 
830 (sum) 
Because Acme has 26 pay periods. it would divide its 
sum by 26. 
830 divided by 26 = 31.92 
Acme would round 31. 92 to 32 and write that number m 
the blank marked Employment average. 
2. How many hours did your employees (salaried as well as hourly employees) actually work during 1994? 
Do not include vacation. sick leave, holidays, or any other non-work time, even if employees were 
paid for it. If your establishment keeps records of only the hours paid or if you have employees 
who are not paid b)' the hour, please estimate the hours that the employees actually worked. 
If this number isn't available. you can use this worksheet to estimate it. 
Optional Worksheet 
Find the number of full-time employees in your establishment for 1994. 
Multiply by the number of work hours for a full-time employee in a year. 
This is the number of full-time hours worked. 
Add the number of any overtime hours as well as the hours worked by other 
employees (part-ume. temporary, seasonal). 
Round the answer to the next highest whole number. Write the rounded number 
m the blank marked Total hours worked. 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
3. Put an X in the box next to all the conditions that might have affected your answers to# I and #2. 
0 Nothing unusual happened 0 Natural disaster or adverse weather conditions 
D Strike or lockout 0 Shorter work schedule> or fewer pay periods than usual 
D Shutdown or layoff ::J Longer work schedules or more pay periods than usual 
0 Seasonal work 0 Other reason: 
4. Did you have ANY occupational injuries or illnesses during 1994° 
D Yes. Go to the next section, Tell us about the injuries and illnesses during 1994. 
0 No. Go to Sign This Form on the back cover. 
Tell us about the injuries and illnesses during 1994 
If you had occupational injuries or illnesses during 1994, follow these steps. 
0 Go to your completed 1994 Log and Summary of Occupational Injuries and !l/nesses (OSHA No. 200) form. 
@ Look at the total line on the last page. 
@l Copy the 1994 totals from your OSHA No. 200 form into the columns below. If more than one establishment is 
noted on the front cover under Reporting Site, add together the total lines from all your OSHA No. 200 forms 
to get the 1994 totals for all establishments. Then copy those totals into the columns below. 
Total Injuries 
Copy these tocals from Injuries \\ith 
columns (I) - (6): d:iys ::iwav from work. Total d;iys 
Dealhs as a or resrricted Injuries with Totaldavs of restnctcd Injuries 
result of workdays or d;:ivs aw:iv awav frOm work without lost 
Injury both frOm work work activity workdilys (column I) (column 2) (column3) (column 4) (column5) (column 6) 
~,""'"'7~--, --...,~, 
Total Types of Illnesses 
Copy these totals from Disorders 
columns (7a) - (7g): Respir.atory Disorders associated Skin Dust condiuons due to Wi[h Other 
diseases or diseases of due to to:uc physical repeated occupational 
disorders I.he lungs agents Poisoning oigents trauma illnesses (column 7a) (column 7b) (column 7c) (column 7d) (column 7e) (column 70 (column 7g) 
.. , ____ ,.._~--
Total Illnesses 
Copy these totals from Illnesses 
columns (8)-(13). with dnys !,~~~.f~m Illnesses Tot::i.1 d:iys 
Deaths as n restncted with davs Total davs ot" restncted Illnesses 
result of workdays or aw;Jy fri:im ~~:k frOm work. without lost illness both work activity workdays (column 8) (column 9) (column 10) (column 11) (column 12) (column 13) 
What's next 
Look at the totals you copied into columns (3) and (10) above (look for the bold lines). 
2 
If you had NO cases in both columns (3) and (10), you are finished with the survey. Go to 
Sign This Form on the back cover. 
If you HAD cases in either column (3) or column (10), go to Part 2: Reporting Cases with 
Days Away from Work. 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
Case with Days Away from Work 
Tell us abour a 1994 occupational injury or illness only if it resulted in days away from work. To find 
out which cases you should repon, read the instructions at the beginning of Part 2: Reporting Cases 
with Days Away from Work. We will keep all information that you give us confidential. 
Tell us about the case 
Go to your completed OSHA No. 200 form. Copy the case information from that form into the columns below. 
Date of mjury or illness 
(column BJ 
I I 94 
numth day year 
Employee's last name. first initial 
(column C) 
Injury 
D:iysaway 
from work 
(column 4) 
Days of restricted 
work act1v1ty 
(column 5) 
Illness 
Days away 
from work 
(column ll) 
0.lys of ~slncted 
work acnvny 
(column 12) 
If, as a result of the injury or illness. the employee did NOT return to regular work in 1994, tell us why. 
0 Still recovenng; approximate rerum date I I 
momh day 'µfl' 
0 Other: 
Tell us about the employee 
Please answer the questions below. 
1. Employee's approximate length of service at this establishment 
when the incident occurred (optional) 
0 Less than 3 months 
0 Between 3 and 12 months 
l::J Between I and 5 years 
0 More than S years 
2. Employee's race or ethnic background (optional) 
0 White, not of Hispanic origin 
0 Black, not of Hispanic origin 
0 Hispanic 
0 Asian or Pacific Islander 
0 American Indian, Aleut, or Eskimo 
You may either answer the next questions or attach a copy of 
a supplementary document that answers them. 
3. Employee's oge ___ OR date ofbinh monrh day 
4. Employee's sex 
0 Male 
0 Female 
5. Employee's. occupation 
6 
"'"' 
Tefl us about the incident 
Answer the questions below or attach a copy of a supplementary 
document that answers them. 
6. What was the employee doing just before the incident occurred? 
Tell us about the activity as well as the tools. equipment. or matenal the 
employee was using. Be specific. Examples: "climbing a ladder while 
carrying roofing materials"; "spraying chlorine from hand sprayer''; 
"daily computer key-entry." 
7. What happ<ncd? Tell us how the injury or illness occurred. 
Examples: "When ladder slipped on wet floor, worker fell 20 feet"; 
"Worker was sprayed with chlorine when gosket broke during 
replacement"; .. Worker developed soreness in wrist O\'er time." 
8. What was the Injury or illness? Tell us the pan of the body that 
was affected and how it was affected; be more specific than .. hurt." 
"pain," or "sore." Examples: .. strained back"; ''chemical burn, hand"; 
"tendinitis, elbow"; .. carpal tunnel syndrome." 
9. What object or substance directly harmed the employee? 
Eumpl1s: "concrete floor''; "chlorine"; "radial arm saw." If this question 
does not apply to the incident, leave it blank. 
I SS I ace 
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APPENDIX D: GLOSSARY 
Average lost workdays per lost 
workday case: The number of lost 
workdays divided by the number of 
lost workday cases. 
Days away from work: The num-
ber of days (consecutive or not) the 
employee would have worked but 
was absent from work because of 
occupational injury or illness. The 
number of days away from work 
does not include the day of injury 
or the onset of illness. 
Days of restricted work activity: 
The number of workdays (consec-
utive or not) on which, because of 
injury or illness, one or more of the 
following occurs: (1) the employee 
was assigned to another job on a 
temporary basis; (2) the employee 
worked at a permanent job less 
than full time; or (3) the employee 
worked at a permanently assigned 
job but could not perform all duties 
normally connected with it. 
Employment-size Group: estab-
lishments Within a specified range 
of average employment. 
Establishment: A single physical 
location where business is con-
ducted or where services or indus-
trial operations are performed. 
Distinctly separate activities are 
performed at a single physical lo-
cation, such as construction ac-
tivities operated from a separate 
establishment. 
First-Aid treatment: A one-time 
treatment and subsequent obser-
vation of minor scratches, cuts, 
burns. splinters. etc., which do not 
ordinarily require medical care. 
(See Page 8.) 
Incidence rate: The number of 
injuries and illnesses, or lost work-
days experienced by 100 full-time 
workers. 
Industry Division - see Standard 
Industrial Classification 
Industry Group - see Standard 
Industrial Classification 
Lost workdays: The sum of days 
away from work and days of re-
stricted work activity (see above). 
The number of lost workdays does 
not include the day the injury oc-
curred or the day the illness was 
discovered. 
Medical treatment: Includes 
treatment administered by a phys-
ician or by registered professional 
personnel under the standing or-
ders of a physician. However, 
medical treatment does NOT in-
clude first-aid treatment (one-time 
treatment and subsequent obser-
vation of minor scratches, cuts, 
burns. splinters, etc.) which does 
not ordinarily require medical care 
even though provided by a physi-
cian or registered professional per-
sonnel. 
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APPENDIX D: GLOSSARY (continued) 
Occupational fatality: Death res-
ulting from a traumatic accident or 
an exposure in the work environ-
ment. 
Occupational illness: Any abnor-
mal condition or disorder, other 
than one resulting froJ;Il an occu -
pational injury, caused by expo-
sure to environmental factors as-
sociated with employment. It in-
cludes acute and chronic illnesses 
or diseases which may be caused 
by inhalation. absorption, inges-
tion, or direct contact, and which 
can be included in the categories 
listed below. The following catego-
ries are used by employers to clas-
sify recordable occupational ill-
nesses: 
(7a) Occupational skin diseases 
or disorders, for example: contact 
dermatitis, eczema, or rash caused 
by primary irritants and sensitizers 
or poisonous plants: oil acne, 
chrome ulcers; chemical burns or 
inflammations; etc. 
(7b) Dust diseases of the lungs 
(pneumoconioses), fot example: 
slllcosis; asbestosis; coal worker's 
pneumoconiosis; byssinosis, side-
rosis; and other pneumoconioses. 
(7c) Respiratory conditions due 
to toxic agents, for example: pn-
eumonitls, pharyngitis, rhinitis or 
acute congestion due to chemicals, 
dusts, gases or fumes; farmer's 
lung; etc. 
(7d) Poisoning (systemic effects 
of toxic materials), for example: 
poisoning by lead, mercury, cad-
mium, arsenic, or other metals; 
poisoning by carbon monoxide, hy-
drogen sulfide or other gases; poi-
soning by benzol, carbon tetrachlo.;... 
ride, or other organic solvents; poi-
soning by insecticide sprays such 
as parathion, lead arsenate; poi-
soning by other chemicals such as 
formaldehyde, plastics and resins; 
etc. 
(7e) Disorders due to physical 
agents (other than toxic materi-
als), for example: heatstroke, sun-
stroke. heat exhaustion and other 
effects of environmental heat; 
freezing, frostbite and effects of ex-
posure to low temperatures; cais-
son disease; effects of ionizing ra-
diation (isotopes, x-rays, radium); 
effects of nonionizing radiation 
(welding flash, ultravtolet rays. mi-
crowaves, sunburn): etc. 
(7f) Disorders associated with 
repeated trauma, for example: 
noise-induced hearing loss; Ten-
donitis, Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, 
synovitis, tenosynovttis, and bursi-
tis; Raynaud 's phenomena; and 
other conditions due to repeated 
motion. Vibration, or pressure. 
(7g) All other occupational ill-
nesses, for example: anthrax; bru-
cellosis; infectious hepatitis; malig-
nant and benign tumors; food poi-
soning; histoplasmosis; coccidio-
domycosis; etc. 
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APPENDIX D: GLOSSARY (continued) 
Occupational injury: Any injury 
such as a cut, fracture, sprain, 
amputation, etc., which resul,ts 
from a work accident or from expo-
sure involving a single incident in 
the work environment. 
Publishable industry · level: An 
industry level (Division, Group, 
etc.) for which (1) average em-
ployment exceeded 1,500 during 
the survey year, and (2) no one firm 
or small number of firms so domi-
nated the industry so as to jeopar-
diZe the guaranteed confidentiality 
of OSH Survey data. 
Recordable occupational injuries 
and illnesses: Any occupational 
injuries or illnesses which result 
in (1) FATALITIES. regardless of the 
time between the injury and death, 
or the length of the illness; (2) 
LOST WORKDAY CASES, other 
than fatalities. that result in lost 
workdays; or (3) NONFATAL CAS-
ES WITHOUT LOST WORKDAYS, 
which result in transfer to anoth-
er job or termination of employ-
ment, require medical treatment, or 
involve loss of consciousness or 
restriction of work or motion. This 
third category also includes any 
diagnosed occupational illnesses 
which are reported to the employer 
but are not classified as fatalities 
or lost workday cases. 
Report form: The OSHA No. 200-
S survey questionnaire used as the 
data collection vehicle for the OSH 
Survey. (See Appendix B.) 
SIC - see Standard Industrial 
Classification 
Standard Industrial Classificati-
on: A classification system devel-
oped by the Office of Statistical 
Standards, Executive Office of the 
President/ Office of Management 
and Budget for use in the classifi-
cation of establishments by type of 
activity in which they are engaged. 
Each establishment is assigned an 
industry code for its major activity 
which is determined by the prod-
uct, group of products, or services 
rendered. Establishments may be 
classified in 2-digit, 3-digit, or 4-
digit industries, according to the 
degree of .information available. 
An industry division is the broadest 
level (other than the total private 
sector) at which estimation is per-
formed in the OSH Survey in 
Maine, and is identified by a ran~e 
of SIC codes. (For example, SIC s 
20 through 39 represent the Man-
ufacturing Division). An industry 
group is identified by one 2-digtt 
code. 
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I ' II 
~~ APPENDIXE 
MAINE'S CONSULTATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMS 
The Maine Department of Labor, Bu-
reau of Labor Standards offers safety 
consultation and training programs 
to businesses in the state. These 
services are provided free of charge. 
Since Maine is a Federal OSHA 
state, the Bureau of Labor Standards 
operates in a non-enforcement 
manner in an attempt to foster 
safety awareness and voluntary 
compliance. Throu~h these 
programs, the staff of the bureau: 
..... assists Maine employers in developing and maintaining healthful and safe 
workplaces. 
..... offers penalty-free and cost-free safety and health inspections . 
..... discusses the problems found during inspection and suggest ways to cor-
rect them . 
..... provides a written report covering the problems discovered during the in-
spection, including suggestions for correcting them. 
..... offers a pre-construction review of plans or specifications for potential safe-
ty and health problems. 
..... offers assistance in measuring. potential safety and health problems. 
..... offers assistance in correcting violations uncovered during an OSHA inspec-
tion . 
..... offers training in many occupational safety and health topics. 
If you would like more information about this program or would like to 
request a consultation, call the Bureau of Labor Standards' Safety Division 
at 624-6460, or write to 82 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333. 
MAINE'S LOW INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM 
The State of Maine has a low interest 
loan pro~am for Maine employers 
who wisli to purchase equipment 
which will improve the healthfulness 
and safety of their· workplaces. 
Loans of up to $50, 000 are· provided 
at 3% interest for a maximum re-
-101-
payment period of 10 years. For 
further information about this 
program call the Bureau of Labor 
Standards at 624-6460 or call the 
Finance Authority of Maine at 
623-FAME. 
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APPENDIX F: COMMENTS FORM 
Your comments about this publi-
cation will help us make improve-
ments. We are interested in any 
feedback concerning itS usefulness, 
accuracy, organization, and 
completeness. Requests for addi-
tional copies will be filled 
subject to availability (See 
AppendiX G. Requests for further 
details on this subject should be 
sent to the Bureau of Labor Stan-
dards at the address below. These 
requests may be denied due to 
confidentiality restrictions. 
Please indicate your position or title: 
How suitable is this material for your own requirements? 
Very suitable 
Suitable 
Not suitable 
What information not presep.tly covered should be included? 
What information presently covered should be excluded? 
Additional comments: 
Please return this page to: 
Maine Department of Labor 
Bureau of Labor Standards 
Research'and Statistics Division 
45 State House Station 
Augusta, Me 04333 
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APPENDIX G: ORDER FORM 
The following items are available without charge from: 
ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS: 
Maine Department of Labor 
Bureau of Labor Standards 
Research & Statistics Division 
45 State House Station 
Augusta, Me 04333 
Occupational Injuries and Illnesses in Maine 
Characteristics of Work-Related Injuries & Illnesses in Maine 
Census of Maine Manufactures 
Directory of Maine Labor Organizations 
Maine Construction Wage Rates 
Labor Relations in Maine 
Occupational Safety & Health Monitor 
OSHA RECORDKEEPING MATERIALS; 
Booklets (Blue Book) explaining recordkeeptng requirements may be obtained fron the U.S. 
Government Printing Office for a $6.00 charge. 
Due to the transfer of OSHA Recordkeeping functions from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics to OSHA, requests for Private Sector OSHA Recordkeeping forms should be ad-
dressed to: 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Room 121 
40 Western Avenue 
Augusta, Maine 04330 
Tel. (207) 622-8417 
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